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News

Brief
Four arrested in
Rs 3.97 crore drug
seizure case

CMYK

Surat, Dec 13 (IANS) Four
people have been arrested
from Mumbai in connection
with the Rs 3.19 crore drug
seizure case in Surat.
Police recovered Rs 3.50
lakh and six mobiles from
the accused.
Four of the accused in
the case — Faizal Abdul,
Vasif Chaudhary, Sagar Pal
and Aniket Sindhe— were
arrested on Monday on the
information provided by
Mubarak
Badia
and
Chandan, who were arrested for possessing drugs
worth Rs 3.97 crore from
Surat in November.
During interrogation,
the accused said that they
used place order for MDMA
drugs to Imran who is either
based in Canada or is using
a Canada cell sim number.
Once the order was placed
to him, within a few days, the
consignment used to get
delivered in Mumbai, from
where it was distributed in
the state.
Chandan and Aniket
had come in contact with
Vasif, who was peddling
from Mumbai.

Delhi Police
arrests Nigerian
drug peddler in
Dwarka
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
With the arrest of a Nigerian
national, also a drug trafficker, the Delhi Police on
Tuesday claimed to have
broken the backbone of
drug peddlers in Delhi’s
Dwarka area.
Police have also recovered 50 grams of heroin
from the possession of the
accused identified as
Masewell, a permanent resident of Ozara IMO State in
Nigeria. According to M.
Harsh Vardhan, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Dwarka), on December 10,
specific inputs were received regarding the movement of a foreign national,
who is indulged in drug trafficking.“As per inputs, it was
revealed that he will come
near the government dispensary, P-Block in Mohan
Garden area.

Delhi govt
launches Winter
Action Plan for
homeless, 15
teams deployed
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
With the winter setting in,
the Delhi government is
implementing the Winter
Action Plan to rescue the
homeless from the chill and
provide them accommodation and food in ‘Rain
Baseras’ (night shelters).
Delhi Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia on
Tuesday reviewed the plan
with senior officials of various departments concerned. The Delhi Urban
Shelter Improvement Board
(DSUIB) has set up 15 rescue
teams, each equipped with
a vehicle, for surveillance
and rescuing homeless
people.

Hindu outfits
oppose green
paint on walls of
K’taka railway
station
Kalaburagi (Karnataka),
Dec 13 (IANS) Hindu
organisations on Tuesday
opposed the green paint on
the walls of the Kalaburagi
railway station and gave a
deadline to the authorities
to
remove
it. The
organisations have warned
that if the green colour was
not removed within 15 days,
the total railway station
would be painted in saffron
colour. The authorities have
taken up the painting work
of the front portion of the
railway station.

4 held for cheating via fake FB, WhatsApp calls
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
With the arrest of four miscreants, the South Delhi Police on Tuesday claimed to
have busted a gang of Cyber
conmen, including Indian
and Nigerian nationals, who
used to cheat people via International WhatsApp call.
The accused used to
cheat people on the pretext
of sending them gifts by
making fake Facebook profiles and calling them via International Whatsapp Number. Those arrested have
been identified as Smith
Henry, alias Gabriel Udom
Etuk, Wisdom Okafor, Sachin
Rai and Zigmi Lama. Electronic devices used in the
commission of crime have
been recovered from their
possession.
A senior police official
said that they received a
complaint in this respect

from a 62-year-old woman
that an unknown person
sent her friend request.
Later, the person shared one
international WhatsApp
number for chatting. After
few days, the same person
offered her valuable gifts
like an Iphone, gold plated
wrist watch etc.
“The same person also
sent her a video of packaging and receipts of parcel
delivery to gain the confidence of the complainant.
After a few days, the complainant received a call
wherein the person stated
that he is from the Excise
Department and Duty
charges need to be paid to
release the valuable items.
On this pretext, a total of Rs
27 lakh were taken from the
victim,” the police said.
Later, the woman
sensed that she had been

Traffic cop dragged on car’s bonnet
in Indore
Bhopal, Dec 13 (IANS) A
man has been arrested for
dragging a traffic policeman
on his car’s bonnet for a few
kilometres in Indore.
The incident took place
at the traffic signal when the
policeman tried to penalise
the errant driver who had
violated traffic rules. It led to
an argument between the
two and the driver refused
to stop the vehicle. To save
himself, the policeman
jumped on to the vehicle
and lay down on the bonnet. A video of the incident
surfaced on social media. A
police official said the accused has been arrested on
the charges of rash driving,

violating traffic rules, and
causing hurt to on-duty
public servants. The police
also claimed they have recovered two pistols from
the possession of the driver,
who is a resident of Gwalior
district. “The accused has
claimed that weapons are
licensed and we are investigating the matter. The incident came at a traffic signal
point in the city where the
vehicles were being
checked by traffic cops, “
Indore police said. Traffic
cop Shiv Shingh Chouhan,
who was dragged on the
car’s bonnet said,“He (driver
was talking on phone while
he was driving.

cheated, and decided to approach the police.The police
lodged an FIR after receiving her complaint and
formed a team of elite officials to look into the matter.
During the course of investigation, the team
started working relentlessly
on various angles. The victim was inquired thoroughly to get more details.
It was learnt that the victim received a friend request on Facebook social
media platform and then
switched to WhatsApp. All
the interaction happened
through these two social
media platforms.
The cheated money was
transferred to various bank
accounts in different cities.
The team started collecting
the details of the accused
person from Facebook and
WhatsApp. The details of

bank accounts in which the
money was deposited was
concisely analysed. Later,
with the help of technical
surveillance and manual information, Sachin Rai was
held. Sachin disclosed that
he used to sell activated current bank accounts to Nigerian nationals. He said that
one of his aides was going
to give one more bank account at GTB Enclave area.
The team reached the GTB
Enclave area and arrested
three more persons including a Nigerian.
“Sachin and his aides
have opened a lot of bank
accounts in many banks and
the bank accounts were
supplied to the Nigerian
Nationals. They then
cheated the innocent
people,” said the police.
Further investigation in
the matter is on.

Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Lok Sabha
speaker Om Birla and other leaders observing silance to pay homage to the martyrs of the Parliament attack, in New Delhi on Tuesday.UNI

Gujarat HC cites Sanskrit Shloka
while rejecting teacher’s bail plea
Ahmedabad, Dec 13
(IANS) A single judge bench
of Justice Samir Dave of the
Gujarat High Court invoked
a Sanskrit Shloka, “Guru
Brahma Gurur Vishnu, Guru
Devo Maheshwara, Guru
Saakshat Para Brahma,
Tasme Shree Gurave
Namaha”, while denying bail
to a teacher accused of
sexually abusing a 12-yearold student.
The court also rejected
the out of court settlement
between the parties.
Justice Dave, while rejecting the bail of school

teacher, observed, “The
teacher is expected to act as
a protector. Such heinous
acts by the accused would
cast a lifelong psychological
and emotional impact on
the victim. The accused has
indulged a child for a tender
age of 12 years and left a
permanent scar on her life.”
The order was passed by
the court on November 30
and put in the public domain on Monday.
It has further pointed
out, “It is a case where trust
has been betrayed and social values are impaired.

Therefore, the accused as
such does not deserve any
sympathy and/or any leniency.” While rejecting the
amicable settlement between the two parties, and
the consent of the victim’s
parents to their ‘no objection’ if the teacher was
granted bail, the court
noted, “The opinion that
such practice is unwarranted when such a serious
and heinous crime is committed and also it amounts
to hampering/ tampering
with the witness or evidence by the accused.”

Hyderabad police stops Sharmila
from leaving house
Hyderabad, Dec 13 (IANS) Police stopped YSR
Telangana Party (YSRTP) leader Y. S. Sharmila from leaving her house in Hyderabad on Tuesday.
Sharmila was on her way to the Telangana High Court
to attend the hearing of her petition seeking permission
to resume her padyatra.
Police did not allow the YSRTP leader to come out of
her Lotus Pond residence.The party said she was illegally
detained by the police. It alleged that police vehicles were
used to block Sharmila’s car from coming out of the residence.
Sharmila asked the police officers if she was kept
under house arrest. She wanted them to show the orders. Later, talking to reporters, she lashed out at Chief
Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao and his government for
keeping her in house arrest without any notice.“We have
the permission, but KCR continues to shoot through the
police’s shoulders.“We have moved the lunch motion in
the court and I am on my way to the court. They say I
have no permission to go out.

Shinde Vs Thackeray: Thackeray faction
seeks reference to 7-judge bench in SC

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar with Council Chairman Devesh Chandra
Thakur inaugurating 'Sadan Corridor' during the Winter session of the state Assembly, in Patna on Tuesday. UNI

New Delhi, Dec 13
(IANS) Former Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray faction on Tuesday asked the Supreme
Court to refer the judgement in the Nabam Rebia
case to a seven-judge
bench of the apex court.
The judgment restricted the power of the
Speaker to decide disqualification petitions if a resolution seeking his removal
was pending.
Senior advocate Kapil
Sibal, appearing for the
Thackeray faction, contended before a five-judge
bench headed by Chief Jus-

tice D.Y. Chandrachud, that
the court may refer the
Nabam Rebia judgement
(2016) to the seven-judge
bench, “if we are able to
persuade the court to do
so”. However, the bench
also comprising Justices
M.R. Shah, Krishna Murari,
Hima Kohli, and P.S.
Narasimha said this would
be decided by the fivejudge bench and arguments can be addressed regarding this. Senior advocate Neeraj Kishan Kaul assisted
by
advocate
Abhikalp Pratap Singh, represented Eknath Shinde’s
group, while Solicitor Gen-

eral Tushar Mehta represented the Governor to assist the court on question
of law only. Mehta said he
would like to submit a note
as well. Sibal said when the
matter is taken up, he will
be arguing on the reference to the 7-judge bench.
The bench asked both sides
to prepare a brief note on
issues and submit it to the
court. After hearing the
brief arguments, the top
court scheduled the matter
for hearing on January 10.
In August this year, a
three-judge bench of the
apex court had said that a
five-judge constitution

bench will hear a batch of
petitions
filed
by
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Eknath Shinde and Uddhav
Thackeray factions on queries related to defection,
merger and disqualification.
A three-judge bench of
the apex court, in its reference order, had framed first
issue whether notice for removal of a Speaker restricts
him from continuing with
the disqualification proceedings under Tenth
Schedule of the Constitution, as held by this court in
Nebam Rabia (by a fivejudge bench).

Lalan Sheikh’s death: Victim’s wife
Delhi: Two head constables, SI
clash while boozing in police station accuses CBI officers of demanding bribe

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Two Delhi Police head constables and a Sub-Inspector
clashed in Delhi’s Amar
Colony police station.
The incident occurred
on the intervening night of
Monday and Tuesday during which one of the head
constables even manhandled the Sub-Inspector.
“Head
Constable
Ravindra Giri along with SI
Vivek, both posted at Amar
Colony police station, and

another HC, Sunil, posted at
Jamia police station were
drinking alcohol when they
started fighting after an argument broke out between
them over some issue,” according to the Daily Diary
(DD) entry, accessed by the
IANS.
Inspector Jagjivan Ram
was preparing an inquest
report in the police station
when he heard some noises.
“The inspector went out
and saw Ravindra Giri on the

‘Will tell our stand in meeting with
Amit Shah’: Bommai on border row
Chamarajanagar, Dec 13 (IANS) Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai on Tuesday said that state government will tell its stand on the border dispute with
Maharashtra during the scheduled meeting with Union
Home Minister Amit Shah on December 14.
“We will clearly tell our stand on the issue. Already,
we have furnished details to Amit Shah regarding State
Reorganisation Act, pending case in the Supreme Court
and others. We will inform the home secretary that the
Apex Court has not taken up any such case since 2004,”
he said.
Replying to a question, the Chief Minister said he will
be going to Delhi in connection with a meeting with the
Union Home Minister on the border row, but he will go
prepared in case, the issue of cabinet expansion is discussed. The Union Home Minister has convened a meeting of chief ministers of Karnataka and Maharashtra on
border row between the states. On the clash between
Indian Navy and Chinese PLA along the Line of Actual
Control in Arunachal Pradesh’s Tawang, Bommai said:
“The current government at the Centre is not like previous governments and the Defence forces are ready.”
“Hitherto, there was no such preparedness and previous
leaders had not given any directions to defence forces.
But now there are clear instructions.

first floor of the building and
his white shirt soaked in
blood.
Giri was in inebriated
condition, and when Inspector inquired about the incident, Giri tried to attack him
but was caught hold of by
two other police personnel,”
stated the DD entry around
12:30 a.m. on December 13.
When the Inspector told
police personnel to take Giri
for medical examination, he
fled from the police station.

The IANS tried to contact Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Southeast) Esha
Pandey but despite repeated calls, there was no
response.
Sources said that an internal inquiry has been initiated and senior officers are
looking into the matter.
However, till the filling of the
story, none of the police personnel involved in the act
was suspended or sent to
police lines, as per sources.

Kolkata, Dec 13 (IANS)
Reshma Bibi, wife of Bogtui
carnage prime accused
Lalan Sheikh, who died under mysterious circumstances in CBI custody, has
accused three CBI officers of
demanding bribe from her.
In an FIR filed with local
Rampurhat Police station in
Bengali, Reshma Bibi has
claimed that three CBI officers Vilas, Bhaskar and Rahul
demanded either the harddisc of the CCTV installed at
their residence or a bribe of

Rs 50 lakh. “They claimed to
save us from the fiasco if we
pay that bribe,” she has
mentioned in the FIR, the
relevant page of which is
available with the IANS. She
has also accused the three
officers of severely beating
her husband when he was
in their custody. “If my husband had committed suicide then where were his
clothes? Actually, the CBI
had realised that my husband would have come
clean from the court in due

course and hence they finished him,” Reshma Bibi told
the mediapersons. However,
there was no reaction from
the CBI on such allegations
till the time the report was
filed. The district police has
started investigation in the
matter by registering a case,
where they have incorporated two extremely serious
clauses of the IPC namely
Section 302 (punishment
for murder) and Section
102B (punishment for criminal conspiracy).

Congress responsible for
Mahadayi row: K’taka CM
Chamarajanagar
(Karnataka), Dec 13 (IANS)
Chief Minister Basavaraj
Bommai on Tuesday hit out
at the Congress and said the
party was responsible for
Mahadayi dispute.
He said, “The Congress
Party feels that people have
forgotten, but they very well
know about that party.
“The Congress announced two conventions
in regard to Mahadayi,
Krishna and SC/ST reservation. It was the Congress
party which was responsible for the Mahadayi
project to become controversial,” he said.
“The party supremo
Sonia Gandhi during the
election campaign in Goa
declared that not even a

drop of water will be diverted anywhere. What
rights they have as they
failed to do anything when
in power from 2013 to 2018.
The Congress Party did not
bother to look at SC/ST for
40 years,” CM Bommai questioned.
Bommai said Leader of
the Opposition in the State
Legislative
Assembly,
Siddaramaiah has tweeted
of giving internal reservation if the Congress returns
to power.“While he was the
chief minister, during a convention to table the report,
Siddaramaiah just lit the
lamp and did not speak,” he
said.
“All his actions are in the
minds of people. To hush it
up, the convention was held.
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Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath offering prayer at Sri Krishna
Janambhoomi temple in Mathura on Tuesday. UNI
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accelerator for advanced manufacturing

Why Parliament
must reexamine
POCSO

Chief Justice of India DY
Chandrachud made an important
call for legislative reform to
address the gap in law that
often leads to criminalisation of
adolescent relationships.
Parliament must take note,
consult stakeholders
Chief Justice of India DY Chandrachud on Saturday made an important call for legislative reform to
address the gap in law that often leads to
criminalisation of adolescent relationships. Speaking
at the National Annual Stakeholders Consultation on
Child Protection, the CJI expressed a “growing concern” underlined by several high courts. A stringent
legislation, the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act criminalises all sexual activity
for minors, that is, those under the age of 18 years.
Cases involving consensual sexual activity of teenagers often end up facing the full force of law. “In my
time as a judge, I have observed that this category of
cases poses difficult questions for judges across the
spectrum,” the CJI said, urging that the issue must be
considered by the legislature in light of reliable research by experts in adolescent healthcare. With 253
million adolescents in the country and a social culture that stigmatises independent decisions when it
comes to choosing a partner, the CJI’s call for reform
is significant and welcome.
The National Family Health Survey-5, 2019-21
(NFHS-5) shows 39 per cent of women had their first
sexual intercourse before the age of 18 years. The
POCSO Act, introduced in 2012 increased the age of
consent from 16 to 18 years. The Indian Penal Code
and other laws were subsequently modified to ensure cohesion with POCSO. Since the law leaves little
room for discretion by trial courts, parties are often
forced to approach the high courts for leniency. Invoking the “Romeo-Juliet exception,” many high
courts cautiously acquit the accused in cases involving consensual sexual activity between minors aged
between 16-18 years. But not all judges use the discretion similarly. In a 2021 decision, the Madras High
Court cautioned that “it does not help matters to
avoid acknowledging that the society is changing
and influencing people’s identity and cognition, constantly.” A study by Enfold Proactive Health Trust, reported in this newspaper shows that 1 in four cases
under the POCSO Act involve admission of romantic
relationships.
Even when POCSO was enacted, policy makers
were alive to this incongruity. A draft Bill specified that
statutory rape would be triggered for minors between 16-18 years only in circumstances such as use
of force. This was, however, dropped when the Bill was
tabled in Parliament. There are valid concerns that
adding a defence of consensual sexual activity could
lead to putting the complainant’s conduct on trial or
encourage parties to enter into a “compromise”. This
is where stakeholder consultation and careful drafting to ensure the spirit of the law is upheld is important. Parliament must take notice and reexamine the
law.

Bengaluru, Dec 13 (IANS) The Karnataka governmentfunded ARTPARK-IISc has received approval from the
Ministry of Heavy Industries (MHI) to set up an industry
accelerator Centre for Advanced Manufacturing for Robotics and Autonomous Systems (CAMRAS) for technology development in robotics and autonomous systems,
according to an official statement.
ARTPARK-IISc aims to reduce the import footprint of
robotic and autonomous systems, drones, motors, electronic regulators and printed circuits while readying the
next- generation companies estimated to be worth
thousands of crores in these chosen focus areas.
The organisation will also spearhead a skilling
programme to train 2,800 professionals in the field of
next-generation advanced manufacturing for robotics
and autonomous technologies by 2025.
Commenting on the development, C.N. Ashwath
Narayan, Minister for Information Technology and Bio-

technology, Science and Technology,
Karnataka government, said, "I'm delighted to see ARTPARK lighting the
path to developing new age technology.
It is a fine example of how publicprivate partnerships can truly shape
the industry and bring about a massive change in strengthening India's
domestic capabilities in key high-tech
sectors."
"It is a proud moment for the
Karnataka government to see a foundation it has nurtured to grow and
succeed within two years of inception.
We will continue to be forthcoming in
encouraging innovation and facilitating new start-ups."
Five of ARTPARK's pre-ventures in
the areas of advanced cargo drones,
robotic actuators, legged robots, autonomous systems charging and intelligent controllers will form an MHI Accelerator named CAMRAS.

BY VISHAL GULATI
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS) With Indian delegation led by Union Minister for Environment, Forest
and Climate Change Bhupender Yadav slated to
participate, WWF experts have issued an urgent
plea to negotiators at the fifth Conference of the
Parties (COP15) to the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in Montreal, Canada, to focus on
big-ticket items.
They say consensus is needed if the world is to
secure an ambitious global biodiversity agreement,
capable of halting and reversing biodiversity loss
by 2030 for a nature-positive world.
A clean text, with few to zero brackets, is
needed when Ministers and high-level representatives arrive on Thursday, they said.
The key areas of concern include the lack of a
robust implementation mechanism that would
hold countries to account and ratchet up actions
over time as required, and critical targets to address
the drivers of biodiversity decline and humanity's
footprint on the planet.
They say state of play of the negotiations so far,
what's at stake if negotiators keep focusing on periphery issues, and what needs to happen before
ministers arrive to ensure countries can secure consensus on an ambitious and implementable global plan for nature.
Monday marked the start of the second week
of the CBD COP15, with frustrations growing over
the lack of progress in the negotiating rooms.
More than 200 scientists and researchers are
warning against diluting the Global Biodiversity
Framework, calling for a framework that commits
to halting and reversing biodiversity loss by 2030
and sets our world on the pathway to full ecosystems recovery.
They warn: "Diluting or delaying targets and
actions within the Global Biodiversity Framework,
or removing the need for them to be time-bound,
would be deeply counterproductive. To do so will
give cover to the many vested interests lobbying

1986 and after decades of the delay,
construction was approved by the
state government in 2008-09. Under
the project, an auto-mechanical barrage was to be constructed on the

River Tawi. This will create an artificial
lake in Beli Charana, which is 1500
meters long and 600 meters wide. A
first-of-its-kind lake has the potential
to boost tourism in Jammu city.
According to officials, the project
was expected to be completed in April

UN witnesses notable advances on
achieving gender equality: Guterres
United Nations, Dec 13 (IANS) Five
years since a United Nations systemwide gender parity strategy was
adopted, the world body has witnessed notable advances on achieving
gender equality, UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres said.
In 2017, Guterres launched the
strategy on gender parity with targets
and timelines, in a bid to enhance
women's representation at all levels
and in all arenas in the UN system, reports Xinhua news agency.
In the past five years, the UN has
achieved a series of notable "firsts", he
told the Group of Friends on Gender
Parity on Monday marking the fifth
anniversary of the strategy.
Gender parity was reached among
the UN's senior leadership for the first
time in 2020, two years ahead of the
target date, along with parity reached
among heads and deputy heads of
peace operations, as well as parity
among the 130 UN resident coordina-

The MHI approval comes under
the component of "setting up of 10
industry accelerators for technology
development" of the scheme for enhancement of competitiveness in the
Indian capital goods sector-Phase-2
notified earlier this year.
MHI has been providing strong
momentum under its various schemes
to drive manufacturing leadership for
India globally, aligned to 'Atmanirbhar
Bharat' objectives.
Set up in 2020, ARTPARK-IISc is
India's first Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Robotics Technology Park, and
aims at promoting technology innovations in AI and Robotics, leading to
societal impact by implementing
projects in healthcare, education, mobility, infrastructure, agriculture, retail
and cyber-security focusing on problems unique to India.
Promoted by IISc (Indian Institute
of Science) and supported by AI-

foundry, it has received seed funding of Rs 230 crore from the Department of Science and Technology (Government of India) and
the Karnataka government.
Umakant Soni, ARTPARK CEO,
said, "Robotics and autonomous
systems like drones will create a
new economic value which is
north of $300bn and will herald
the high-value jobs and IP creation opportunity for the Indian
ecosystem.
The CAMRAS accelerator support from the MHI in a public-private model is visionary and is going to seed a critical ecosystem for
#AatmanirbharBharat."
MHI, under its scheme, has appointed a distinguished Project
Review and Monitoring Committee to provide enablement and assessment of these programmes at
ARTPARK-IISc.--IANS

Ahead of India attending COP15, scientists warn
against diluting Global Biodiversity Framework
to delay meaningful action, doom
biodiversity to further decades of degradation and loss, exacerbate poverty
and inequity, and undermine our capacity to withstand and adapt to rapid
environmental change."
Responding to the ongoing negotiations, Eva Zabey, Executive Director,
Business for Nature, said: "So far the
biodiversity talks have been too slow
and too quiet.
"However, with ministers arriving
in Montreal this week, there is a huge
amount of expectation to see whether

they can unblock disagreements in
the negotiation rooms. However, any
progress made this week should not
come at the price of ambition. Progressive companies are here in force with
three clear asks for a successful Global
Biodiversity Framework: Mandatory
assessment and disclosure on nature
for large companies, full reform of Environmentally Harmful Subsidies and
incentives, and a global goal to halt
and reverse nature loss by 2030."
A total of 112 ministers, vice-ministers, ambassadors, and other heads
of delegation of parties to the UN Convention on Biological Diversity will
participate in the COP15 high-level
session on December 15-17.
On the Global Biodiversity Frame-

This artificial lake under construction in J&K for
13 yrs expected to be completed in April 2023
Jammu, Dec 13 (IANS) With an aim
to put Jammu, the winter capital of
Jammu and Kashmir, on the map as an
independent tourism hub, several important projects have been launched
by the government, among which the
construction of an artificial lake on the
Tawi river is one of the most ambitious
projects.
This lake, which has been under
construction for 13 years, got delayed
due to several reasons. The work is
now going on again and is expected
to be completed by April, 2023.
The project was started by the previous National Conference-Congress
coalition government in 2009. After
jumping seven deadlines, the work has
been completely stalled since 2018.
On December 5, 2009, the then Chief
Minister of Jammu and Kashmir Omar
Abdullah laid the foundation stone for
which Rs 58 crore had been spent
Notably, the lake project was approved by Governor Jagmohan in

Editorial

tors, he said.
"The representation of women at
headquarters locations has now
reached parity. And the number of UN
entities with at least 50 per cent
women staff has risen from five to 26."
But the UN chief noted that "gaps
remain", pointing to slow progress in
the field and even backward going in
some cases.
He voiced concern over the decrease in women recruited into entrylevel UN Secretariat positions in the
field, saying this could have a serious
impact on prospects for parity in the
future. As further improvement under
the gender parity strategy, the UN will
strengthen efforts to recruit women to
the organisation's field missions,
double down on policies and tools to
make the world body a more attractive employer for women, and focus on
reflecting gender and geographical
diversity as complementary goals,
Guterres said. --IANS

2023 at a total cost of Rs 280 crore,
which includes the construction of an
artificial lake and beautification of river
banks.
Jammu Municipal Corporation
Mayor Rajinder Sharma told IANS that
if everything goes well, the ongoing
work on the artificial lake will be completed by April 2023, including river
bank protection. The Tawi riverfront is
being developed on the Sabarmati
model. He said that after the delay the
work has started again.
"It is a very difficult project and it
is hoped that it will be completed
soon. The entry point of the lake will
be very interesting, adding four more
moons to the beauty of the temple city
of Jammu."
Along with this, the development
and beautification projects of Tawi Riverside by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the Department of Tourism are also going on.
When the project was initially

launched, it was estimated to cost Rs
70 crore, but due to the incompetence
of the contractor, the tender award
was canceled for seven years, due to
which the construction cost increased
enormously.
The Administrative Council
headed by the Lt. Governor has approved a revised amount of Rs 131.53
crore, including an additional grant of
Rs 73.34 crore and Rs 58.19 crore already spent.
The Tawi riverfront work has been
initiated at a cost of Rs 150 crore and
will be completed in a period of 18
months. Construction was continuing
rapidly on the left bank, right bank and
island of the River Tawi. After the
completion of the Tawi project, apart
from developing water recreational
and sports facilities, commercial activities around the artificial lake will be
boosted, creating employment opportunities for local people and attracting
tourists to Jammu city. --IANS

work, aka Paris Agreement for nature,
IANS roughly knows where country
blocs stand.
Forty-six countries, comprising the
EU, the US, Australia, Japan, Mexico,
Gabon and Nigeria, want tougher rule,
while 20 countries that harbour 70 per
cent of the earth's biodiverse areas,
including Brazil, India, China,
Indonesia and Congo, say finance
flows must match targets, warning
that a $10 billion per annum proposal
is "far from adequate".
Rising fears over the ongoing negotiations, AVAAZ campaign director
Oscar Soria said: "We're now heading
to the semi-finals of WorldCOP15
(yes England fans, even you can take
part in a semi this week). But the bad
news is there's still a helluva long way
to go before the negotiating text is
'minister friendly'.
"During Saturday's review of
progress, GRULAC (Latin American
and Caribbean countries) said they
were 'worried' about how we would
reach a deal, possibly the largest understatement at COP15 so far."
At the stocktake on Saturday, the
Chinese COP President outlined a
'roadmap' for the COP.
December 14, 17 and 19 would be
'key stages', but no more details.
"It's not clear what the precise plan
is, when the next text will come out,
what state it will be in, and what negotiators will do on the two days at the
end of COP15 after the high-level segment is over and the ministers are due
to leave," a negotiator told IANS on
Tuesday.
Rumour has it that big nature-rich
countries' ministers such as South Africa, Indonesia and some others are

not coming.A Of course, ministers matter at COPs, because no
one else in their delegations
can approve the big decisions
like should the CBD forge a new
fund, how do you share the
wealth from genetic resources
and so on.
"Money is always a sticking
point in environmental negotiations, and it's no different in
the CBD. Some of the big
hurdles to negotiate include
who pays, the amount, the
timeline, do we need a new
fund to disburse it, and who
gets access to the money," said
the negotiator.
The creation of a new fund
is being touted by the likes of
Argentina, Brazil and African
Group. New decision text on the
money came out on Saturday,
with some agreement that finance for nature should be in
two stages -- a two-year fast
track from a range of financial
sources and how to build out
the longer term funds required.
"Moving forward, given the
looming threat of a post-1.5
degree warming, we cannot afford to lose any of our remaining old growth forests rich in
biodiversity and carbon, as their
loss is irreplaceable and cannot
be 'compensated' for by planting trees elsewhere."
COP15 is an international
meeting bringing together
governments from around the
world.

Pune 'shutdown' to protest slurs on
Chhatrapati, other icons
Pune, Dec 13 (IANS) Large parts of
Pune, including several wholesale markets, observed a 'shutdown' on Tuesday
to protest against the repeated vilification of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and
other icons, with renewed calls for the
ouster of Governor Bhagat Singh
Koshyari.
The Maha Vikas Aghadi allies Congress, Shiv Sena (UBT), Nationalist Congress Party, several Marath
organisations and the royal descendent
Chhatrapati Udayanraje Bhosale took
part in a 'silent march' from the Deccan
to Lal Mahal areas of the city.
The processionists sported saffron
flags and black banners, posters condemning the continuous insults of the
Chhatrapati and other great personalities even as the ruling Balasahebanchi
Shiv Sena-Bharatiya Janata Party and
Ra
j
Thackeray's
Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena kept off the agitation.
The leaders of the marchers like
Bhosale, Sushma Andhare and others
demanded the removal of the Governor and action against all those who

keep referring to the great icons in a
derogatory manner hurting the sentiments of the people. Wending its way
peacefully through various residential
and commercial areas of the city, the
processionists condemned the Governor and others who speak ill of the revered personalities in various fora. The
MVA has also rejected the Governor's
letter (December 6) clarifying his position to Union Home Minister Amit Shah,
and said he has not apologised for his
remarks against Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj or Mahatma Jyotirao Phule and
has lost the moral right to continue in
his post. Among other things in his letter, Koshyari said that he "cannot even
dream" of insulting the great personalities as contended and sought Shah's
"guidance" in the matter.
The state has been rocked by a series of agitations and protests against
the Governor for his recent utterances
that riled the state polity and top leaders also objected to him sharing the
stage with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in Nagpur on Sunday.

Consistents & Volatiles – The two dimensions of Wealth Creation:
Motilal Oswal 27th Annual Wealth Creation Study 2022
Reliance Industries, Adani
Transmission & Adani Enterprises Biggest, Fastest & Most
Consistent Wealth Creators
Ahmedabad, Motilal Oswal Financial Services Ltd. today announced the
Motilal Oswal 27th Annual Wealth Creation Study, 2022. Every year for 27
years now, Mr. Raamdeo Agrawal, Chairman & Cofounder of Motilal Oswal Financial Services Ltd, commissions an
Annual Wealth Creation Study.
The Motilal Oswal 27th Annual
Wealth Creation Study has two parts:
1) Findings on Wealth Creation during the 5-year period 2017-2022 (March
ending)
2) Theme 2023: Consistents &
Volatiles – The two dimensions of
Wealth Creation
Part 1) Wealth Creation Study
findings
The Motilal Oswal 27th Annual
Wealth Creation Study 2022 analyzes
the top 100 wealth creating companies
during the period 2017-22. Wealth cre-

ated is calculated as change in the market cap of companies between 2017
and 2022 (March ending), duly adjusted
for corporate events such as mergers,
de-mergers, fresh issuance of capital,
buyback, etc. The Study identifies the
Fastest, Biggest and Most Consistent
wealth creators. Further, it analyzes key
trends in wealth creation, provides insights into winning companies, and distills strategies for successful equity investing.
Study Highlights – Wealth Creation
2017-22 Wealth Created at INR 92.2
lakh crores is the highest ever by far
*During 2017-22, the top 100
Wealth Creators of India Inc created
wealth of INR 92.2 lakh crores, the highest ever by far.
Reliance smashes all records to
emerge as the largest Wealth Creator
*
For the fourth time in a row,
Reliance Industries has emerged the
largest Wealth Creator over 2017-22. *
This takes Reliance’s overall No.1 tally
to 9 in the last 16 five-year study peri-
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ods. As in recent studies, TCS, Infosys
and HDFC Bank remain among the top
5 Wealth Creators.
Adani Transmission is the Fastest
Wealth Creator for the second time in a
row
For the second successive time,
Adani Transmission has emerged the
Fastest Wealth Creator with 2017-22
Price CAGR of 106%. Adani Enterprises
is the Most Consistent Wealth Creator
for the second successive year
*
We define Consistent Wealth
Creators based on the number of years
the stock has out-performed in each of
the last 5 years. Where the number of
years is the same, the stock price CAGR
decides the rank. Over
2017-22,
Adani Enterprises has emerged as the
Most Consistent Wealth Creator. It has
outperformed the BSE Sensex in all the
last 5 years, and has the highest price
CAGR of 97%.
Two Adani Group companies are
the Best All-round Wealth Creators
*
We define All-round Wealth
Creators based on the summation of

ranks, under each of the 3 categories –
Biggest, Fastest and Consistent. Where
scores are tied, the stock price CAGR
decides the All-round rank. *
Based on the above criteria, Adani Enterprises has emerged as the Best Allround Wealth Creator, followed by
group company Adani Transmission.
Part 2) Theme 2023: Consistents
& Volatiles – The two dimensions of
Wealth Creation
Defining Consistents & VolatilesOur definitions make the abstract concepts of Consistency and Volatility concrete by backing them up with some
math. (For ease of use, we call the consistent companies as “Consistents” and
the volatile companies as “Volatiles”.)
For a company to be deemed a
Consistent, it should meet the following 3 criteria – 1. Over a 15-year period, its annual PAT should not fall by
over 10% more than thrice (twice if the
period is 10 years); 2.
No fall in
PAT should be greater than 50%; and 3.
The terminal year PAT should not be
lower than the initial year PAT.
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Tension in 'Anupamaa': Anuj blames
Anupamaa for ignoring him, their daughter

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Rupali Ganguly-starrer daily
soap 'Anupamaa' is keeping
the
audience
hooked because of
its plot and Rupali's
strong-headed character in the show.
Anupamaa believes in handling everything herself, but
her nature is becoming a reason for creating differences
with her husband
Anuj Kapadia (played by
Gaurav Khanna).
Anupamaa's daughter
Pakhi (played by Muskaan

Bamne) and son-in-law
Adhik (Adhik Mehta) are facing certain issues in their

mariage which is keeping
her occupied and Anuj
wants to help her with it. But
she refuses to take his help

saying that she can do it all
on her own.
Anuj said: "In all these issues, you are forgetting
yourself, your husband and
your daughter whom you
brought home."Anupamaa
apologised but asserted
that Pakhi is her daughter
and she cannot ignore her
and will do everything
necessary.'Anupamaa' airs
at 10 p.m. on Star Plus.--IANS
Is it the beginning of certain differences between
Anuj and Anupamaa? Or
she will sort out the
issues.'Anupamaa' airs at 10
p.m. on Star Plus.--IANS

Keerti Nagpure takes inspiration from
Nora Fatehi to perfect her dancing skills

Mumbai, Dec 12 (IANS)
TV actress Keerti Nagpure
says she is fond of Indian
classical dance and shares
how Nora Fatehi inspired
her to learn Kathak and she
hopes to represent India
worldwide.She says:“Due to
my busy shoot schedule, I

couldn’t be regular at learning Kathak. However, after
watching the Bollywood
diva and one of the best
dancers Nora Fatehi represent India with her dancing
skills on an international
level, I am planning to resume my classes, polish my
craft and I hope that someday I represent India worldwide because I want Indian
classical dance form to
reach international level.”
After doing shows such
as ‘Desh Ki Beti Nandini’ and
‘Parichay’, she made her
Marathi film debut with
‘Zalay Dimag Kharab’ and
later also did fantasy series
‘Naagarjuna - Ek Yoddha’.

The actress is playing
the role of Tulsi in ‘Pyar Ka
Pehla Naam: Radha Mohan’
and apart from her love for
acting, she is also passionate
about dancing. Recently, she
got an opportunity to show
her dancing skills on the
show.
She adds: “Not a lot of
people know, but I absolutely love dancing, and recently, I performed one of
the toughest dance forms,
Tandav in the show. Out of
all the dance forms, Indian
classical is my favourite, and
because it cannot be
learned without sheer diligence, I have taken classes
for it.”

Shah Rukh Khan visits Vaishno Devi
temple before ‘Pathaan’ song launch
Mumbai, Dec 12 (IANS) A
video of superstar Shah
Rukh Khan visiting the
Vaishno Devi temple to
seek blessings ahead of the
release of his song
‘Besharam Rang’ from
‘Pathaan’ has gone viral.
A video of Shah Rukh
making his way late at night
to the temple surrounded
by police officials is doing
the rounds on social media.
He made sure that people

do not recognise him and
chose an all black outfit. According to reports, SRK per-

formed puja.
Directed by Siddharth
Anand, ‘Pathaan’ also stars
Deepika Padukone and
John Abraham. The spy
thriller revolves around RAW
agent Pathaan. It will also
see a cameo by superstar
Salman Khan.
Shah Rukh even performed Umrah in Mecca after he finished the shooting
schedule of his film‘Dunki’ in
Saudi Arabia.
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'Splitsvilla X4' contestant impresses
Sunny Leone with his life story

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Sunny Leone has said that
she got goosebumps after
learning about the journey
of 'Splitsvilla X4' contestant
Sohail Shaikh, who has no
more than 1 million followers on Instagram and runs
his own gym.
The 25-year-old model
and social media influencer
told the host that he had a
tough life. "I used to sell vada
pav in a canteen and from
there my journey started."
Sunny replied: "So from
vada pav to 'Splitsvilla',
that's not an easy journey
and
it
gives
me

goosebumps."
He added: "I never fail, either I win or learn, that is
what my mother taught
me."
To this one contestant
shared that with the earned
money he has now opened
his own gym. Sunny and everyone applauded him.
Another piece of news:
Actor and model Shivam
Sharma is all set to enter as
a wild card contestant this
week.
Hosted by Arjun Bijlani
and Sunny Leone, the dating-based reality show
'Splitsvilla X4' airs on MTV.

Rajamouli, Jr NTR, Prabhas celebrate
Golden Globe noms for 'RRR'
Hyderabad, Dec 13
(IANS) Tollywood has hailed
the Golden Globe Awards
2023 nominations for the
epic adventure movie 'RRR'
in two categories.
The Telugu film industry
is excited about the series of
awards the movie is receiving across the world and it
is now expecting the biggest of all -- the Oscars.
The movie has been
nominated for the Best NonEnglish Language Film and
Best Original Song for the
track 'Naatu Naatu'.
Congratulations poured
in for the 'RRR' team on the
nominations and many expressed the hope that the
movie will eventually script
history by bagging the
world's most prestigious
movie award.'RRR', one of
the highest-grossing worldwide box office from India,
has been submitted for consideration in various categories for the Oscars next year.
"And the time has come,"
reads a tweet from 'RRR
Movie' with the hashtag
#RRRforOscars.Director S.S.
Rajamouli thanked the jury

for nominating 'RRR' in two
categories. He congratulated the entire team and
thanked the fans and audiences for their unconditional love and support
throughout.Junior NTR,
who played one of the two
central characters in 'RRR',
was also delighted. "Congratulations to all of us ...
Looking forward," tweeted
the young actor.
Interestingly, the nominations came around the
same time as when music
director M. M. Keeravani
bagged the LA Film Critics
award for best music director. The movie team expressed gratitude to the jury
for recognising chartbuster
album of 'RRR' and its background score.The recognition came 10 days after
Rajamouli bagged the Best
Director award from the

James Cameron opts out 'Avatar: Way of
Water' LA premiere after getting Covid-19
Los Angeles, Dec 13
(IANS) Covid-19 has
changed the way of life and
James Cameron's 'Avatar:
The Way of Water' isn't
untouched by it. The
Hollywood director has
opted out of the premiere of his highly anticipated film in Los Angeles after he contracted Covid-19.
Cameron, who has
not brought a film he
directed to Hollywood's
backyard since 2009 when
the game-changing 'Avatar'
debuted, is asymptomatic
and feeling well, reports 'Variety'. He will continue to
engage in publicity for the
film, albeit virtually.
Industry players and
lucky fans pouring into the
Hollywood and Highland

*

cludes Kate Winslet, Zoe
Saldana, Sam Worthington,
Sigourney Weaver, Edie
Falco and Jemaine Clement.
According to 'Variety',
Cameron did attend the
film's world premiere in London last week. His latest
opens this Friday and looks
to close the year with a bang

for distributor Disney.
Reports have the opening weekend box office projections at $150 million
minimum. The film also
scored a release in China,
bolstering its chances for
profitability.The film has
received rapturous reception in early media
screenings, rained on
with superlatives like
"phenomenal", "breathtaking" and "epic"."The
sequel takes place more
than a decade after the
events of its predecessor
and tells the story of 'the
Sully family' (Jake, Neytiri a
that follows them, the
lengths they go to keep
each other safe, the battles
they fight to stay alive and
the tragedies they endure,"
as per a synopsis.
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complex Monday night (Pacific Standard Time) will
have to make do with the
film's starry cast, which in-
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New York Film Critics Circle
(NYFCC).The awards have
heighteed the expectations
in Tollywood that 'RRR' will
make history by wiAsnning
an Oscar.Prabhas of
'Baahubali' fame said that he
was feeling proud because
of the Golden Globe nominations. He conveyed his
hearty congratulations to
Rajamouli, Junior NTR and
Ram Charan. The actor congratulated Keeravaani for
receiving the LA Film Critics
Awards.
Prabhas wrote that the
"greatest Rajamouli is going
to conquer the world". He
congratulated the celebrated director for winning
the prestigious NYFCC
award for the best director
and being declared runnerup in the same category at
the LA Film Critics Association awards.

'KBC 14': From pet Christy to
playing 'gilli-danda', Big B
rewinds to his childhood
Mumbai, Dec 13 (IANS) Megastar Amitabh
Bachchan recalled his first pet and also opened up
about why he didn't have a favourite teacher in his
school days on 'Kaun Banega Crorepati 14'. As 10-yearold Aayansh Bhalotiya from Kolkata took over the
hotseat for 'KBC Juniors', he played a rapid fire round
with the host and asked him different questions about
his childhood habits, or what he enjoyed playing as a
kid and more. The host enjoyed his conversation and
shared many of the stories from his childhood days.
From his favourite sports to first pet and how he was
treated in school, he shared many anecdotes with him.
Big B revealed he loved playing 'Gilli-danda' and 'Lattu'.
He also revealed that he did not have a favourite
teacher as everybody used to reprimand him in school.
Later, the host remembered his first pet which was a
Silky Sydney breed, a small dog.

*
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3 held for duping people of
valuables
Rajkot : Three members of a family including a
husband-wife duo and their son-in-law, were arrested by Amreli police for duping people of their
gold and valuables across the state. The police recovered cash and valuables worth Rs 6.71 lakh from
the trio.
Those arrested were identified as Iqbal Shaikh
(43), his wife Salma Shaikh (40) and their son-in-law
Haider Shaikh (30). While Iqbal and his wife are natives of Surat, Haidar is settled in Mehsana, said police.
According to police, the trio operated as a gang
and took advantage of people’s vulnerability. They
target gullible people and lured them by saying that
all their sorrows and difficulties in life will vanish if
they performed a ritual that they suggested.
The accused would ask the victims tokeep their
gold jewellery or other valuables at one place. They
also put their own jewellery with theirs to win the
trust. Thereafter, the accused would ask the victims
to stand at some distance so that they can complete
the ritual. However, before the victims could realize
what was going on, the trio would vanish with the
valuables.
During questioning, the trio admitted to targeting people in Amreli, Rajkot, Bhavnagar and
Porbandar districts in the past month.
Police said that the accused have a number of
cases pending agaist them in various police stations
of Ahmedabad, Kalol and Godhra.

Sabarmati jail prisoner caught
with phone
Ahmedabad : A surveillance squand of the
Sabarmati Central Jail on Sunday night found a
cellphone from a convict inside the Bada Chakkar
Yard Number 3 of the prison.
The FIR filed by a jailer, Jayanti Prajapati, mentioned that he along with other jail staff conducted
a surprise check at the Yard Number 3 and found a
keypad cellphone from a convict named Bharat
Valecha.
The cellphone also had a battery and a sim card
inside it. The cops are now probing who had
smuggled the cellphone into the jail and how, and
if someone from the jail was involved in it.
This is not the first time that a cellphone was
smuggled and used inside the jail.
Earlier on October 6, surveillance squand of the
jail found two cellphones and a charger from two
women prisoners inside the prison.
The cellphone and its charger were then found
from two undertrial prisoners Nikita Agrawal and
Shamshadbano Shaikh, inmates of barrack number
77 in the Sabarmati Central Jail. Agrawal had on
October 29, 2020 killed her 52-year-old mother-inlaw Rekha Agrawal. She had also tried to burn the
body of her mother-in-law.
On August 13, the jail staff had found a
cellphone froma notorious historysheeter Azhar
Sheikh alias Azhar Kitli’s cell in the prison. Sheikh
had allegedly thrown the cellphone into the toilet
and the device was later retrieved from. the manhole.

Two men dupe jeweller out of Rs
2.8 lakh
Ahmedabad : A jeweller from the Naranpura
area of the city on Monday filed a complaint at Sola
police station, alleging that two men cheated him
of Rs 2.80 lakh, by selling him a necklace which they
said was made of gold. He later learned that only
one bead of it was fold, and the other 107 were not.
Arpit Shah, 36, a resident of Sundarvan Apartments on Solda Road, in his FIR said that two men,
around 30-year-old, came to his jewellery shop in
Chandlodia onNovember 19. One of them showed
him a necklace of gold beads and told him that he
wanted to sell it. The man demanded Rs 5 lakh for
the necklace and negotiation, they reached a price
of Rs 2.80 lakh. Shah told him that he did not have
that much money and would arrange for it and call
them. Shah borrowed money from his relatives and
friends then called one of the men. They decided
to meet Shah in CHandkheda, where he handed
them Rs 2.80 lakh and took the necklace.When Shah
checked the gold beads at his shop later, he found
only one bead was gold then the rest were not. He
called one of the men and found his phone
switched off.

Travellers Face Baggage Woes
As Flow Of Bags Increase On
Two Belts
Domestic passengers at Ahmedabad airport
faced inconvenience as baggage from five flights
piled up on two conveyor belts at the domestic terminal on Sunday night. The airport has seen a surge
in passenger traffic post-Diwali with a daily footfall
of 30,000 to 32,000. As a result, the airport gets a
high flow of passengers during the peak hours in
morning and evening. Sources at the airport said
around five flights landed between 7.46pm and
8.12pm at the airport on Sunday. This led to the luggage of one Indigo flight from Chennai and one
Vistara flight from Delhi being unloaded on conveyor belt-1, while the luggage of three other Indigo flights of Lucknow, Delhi and Chandigarh was
sent to conveyor belt-2.
With passengers of all the flights crowding at
the conveyor belts, there was a commotion with
some fliers complaining of the long wait they had
to endure for their bags. Airport sources said that
the increased VVIP movement might have affected
the smooth transfer of baggage. Aiport sources
said both these conveyor belts are very old and have
been modified from time to time.“At present, a new
arrival hall is being prepared at the domestic terminal. Two new conveyor belts will be operational by
next month and so passengers will not have to face
an ordeal in the future,” said a source.

SIT Gives Morbi Mishap Report,
Indicts Local Municipality For
Lapses
The state government has decided to enhance
compensation for the deceased persons in the
Morbi bridge tragedy of October 30 to Rs 10 lakh.
The state government also enhanced compensation to the injured. The collector of Morbi filed an
affidavit in this regard in the HC. The state government had earlier granted compensation of Rs 6 lakh
for the deceased persons – Rs 4 lakh from the government and Rs2 lakh from the PM’s Relief Fund.
Meanwhile, a report of the Special Investigation
Team (SIT) was submitted in sealed cover and it revealed serious lapses committed by the Morbi municipality. The HC also asked the government again
why the municipality has not been superseded and
action not been taken against its chief officer. A
bench of the HC was hearing a suo motu petition
over the bridge collapse in which 135 persons, including 50 children, were killed. The state government had appointed an SIT to investigate the issue,
apart from filing complaints against nine persons
including some employees of the Oreva group
which was assigned responsibilities of maintenance
and repairing of the bridge.
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Experts talk on roadmap for hyperloop system
Vadodara : Vadodara
hosted first-ever conference on the futuristic technology-hyperloop transport system : an Indina perspective at the National
Academy of Indian Railways (NAIR).
The aim of the conference was to evolve awareness of the hyperloop ecosystem and to inititate a
dialogue between the various stakeholders for developing a roadmap for implementation of hyperloop
transport systems in India.
Six research teams of
students presented their
research project on
hyperloop transport systems at the conference

held on Friday. The teams
were Avishka Hyperloop
from IIT Madras, Vegapod
Hyperloop from MIT-WPU
Pune, Infinity Hyperloop
from IIT Delhi, Nirman
Hyperloop from Thakur
College of Engineering and
Technology in Mumbai,
Hyperloop India from BITS
Pilani’s Hyderabad campus,
and the Indian Hyperloop
Committee in Pune.
Industry captains, including Pranay Lunia from
Quintrans Hyperloop Pune,
R Balaji from M/s Turtr
Hyperloop Chennai, and
Pramod Rao H from M/s
BIAL, also spoke on the aspirations
of
Indian
hyperloop industry.

NAIR’s
director
generalChandralekha
Mukherjee said the conference provided an effective
forum for academicians, researchers and industry
practitioners to advance
the knowledge, reserach,
and technology for development and proliferatino
of indiagenous hyperloop
transport systems in India.
Dr S R Chakravarthy,
professor from IIT Madras,
gave an introduction to
hyperloop technology
while sudeep Shrivastava,
executive director in Railway Board, presented initiatives on hyperloop technology.
The future of hyperloop

seems quite bright, said
Sanjay Kumar Pankaj, chief
of faculty (mechanical engineering), hoping that work
done by academicians,
reserachers and industry
practitioners will expedite
the first indigenously developed hyperloop transport in India.
“The ministry of railways has already announced its intention to
develop an indigenous
hyperloop system in collaboration with IIT Madras.
The deliberations of the
summit held at our campus
will also be submitted to
the railway board,” said
NAIR’s PRO professor V K
Tailor.

Two rob angadia firms worker at
gunpoint

Ahmedabad : Two men robbed an angadia worker
in Bapunagar of Rs 20 lakh and fired one round at a man
who tried to stop them from fleeing on Monday morning. Bhdresh Patel, a resident of Nikol, is a cashier with
the R Ashokkumar angadia firm at the Sardar Patel diamond market in Bapunagar. Patel said a client called him
on Monday and told him to collect Rs 20 lakh, which
was supposed to be take to another brnach of R
Ashokkumar at Ratanpol. Patel received the money from
his client and kept it in the glovebox of his scooter. When
he reached his Bapunagar office and had the cash in on
hand and his tiffin box in the other, two men approached
him and snatched the bag containing the cash. Patel said
he held the cash bag firmly, but one of the men pointed
a pistol at him. At that point his grip loosened and the
accused snatched the bag. When the accused was running towards his aide who was ready to flee on a motorcycle, a man holding the pistol fired then at the
scooterist, but he escaped unhurt. The two accused
managed to flee. Bapunagar police have registered a
complaint of robbery.

Yogi Auto Care launches luxury AUDA revives central verge
camper van rental services in
plan for SP Ring Road

Ahmedabad, December
12, 2022: Aiming to cater to
the rising travel aspirations
of youngsters in Gujarat,
Yogi Auto Care, a two-decades old company, announced the launch of its
luxury camper van rental
services here on Monday.
With an initial investment of
Rs 60 lakh, the company will
provide the fully equipped
luxury camper vans on rent.
Overlanders’ campervan
is nothing less than state-ofthe-art luxury on wheels.
Equipped with a comfortable Queen-sized bed, a
motorized sofa-cum-bed, a

bathroom-shower, washroom, geyser, an air conditioner, mood lighting, automated blinds, dry pantry
equipped with a fridge, microwave and electric kettle,
a centre-table, sound-proof
interiors, a Smart TV with a
sound bar, automated footsteps, storage space, shades,
Wi-Fi connectivity, a power
back- up generator and
tech-based safety features
like CCT V Camera, GPS
Tracking and even a fire extinguisher.
Explaining the concept,
Mr Shashin Shah, Director,
Yogi Auto Care Private Lim-

ited, said, “Overlanders are
among the early entrants in
the luxury campervan market in Gujarat.
The younger generation
of today is well- travelled
and well-informed and
therefore, their aspirations
are to explore the lesser
known, lesser frequented
places when it comes to
travelling.
Road Trips and hiking
and camping trips are a hit
among youngsters. We aim
to add a touch of elegance
and luxury to camping and
road trips through the
campervan services.”

Ahmedabad : After 14
years, the Ahmedabad Urban Development Authority
(AUDA) has resurrected its
plan to redesign the central
verge of the 76km SP Ring
Road. AUDA now plans to
enter into a five-year agreement for the project. The
central verge will be developed in such a manner that
the headlights of oncoming
vehicles do not cause inconvenience to drivers. The proposal was approved in the
AUDA general board meeting held on October 7.
AUDA constructed the SP

Ring Road on BOT (build,
operate, transfer) basis. In
2008, the four-landing of SP
Ring Road was completed
and was being maintained
by the concesionaire company Arril (Ahmedabad Ring
Road Infrastructure Limited). “At present, a private
operator has set up infrastructure for publicity and
advertising all along the
central verge of the SP Ring
Road and hence there is no
uniformity in design. It also
does not serve the purpose
of reducing inconvenience
to drivers,” said a senior

AUDA official. The official
added that this time AUDA
CEO will ensure uniformity
in design. Under the central
verge development plan,
flowering trees will be
planted along the verge.
Advertising boards will be
put up in accordance with
the prescribed design. They
will be placed at a distance
of 50m from each other.“We
have specific requirements
like the flowering trees must
be of a certain height and
shold be healthy, Trees
banned by the government
shoud not be planted.

Court restrains sale of Woman driven to suicide after birth of daughter
‘Fask Kwik’ adhesive
Ahmedabad : A commercial court here has temporarily restrained proprietors of one Manisha Marketing from selling its adhesive under the name of fast
kwik after Pidilite Industries
Ltd raised objection alleging that the label deceptively looks similar to its
product Fevi kwik and
hence it is an infringement
on its trademark rights.
Pidilite approached the
court earlier this year complaining that proprietors of
Manisha Marketing is selling
its product under branch
name Fast Kwik. The label,
trade name na dits get up is
similar to its brnad names
like Fevi Kwik, Fevicol and
Fevistik, which it has been
manufacturing and selling,
since 1969 and it has generated tremendous goodwill
and reputation in the market. Pidilite submitted that
its labed has been registered under the Design Act

and has applied for trademark Fevi Kwik. If Manisha
Marketing is allowed to market its products under a
similar label, it would cause
confusion in the minds of
consumers. Moreover, it has
also raised objection before
the trademark registry to
this effect.
For Manisha Marketing,
its proprietor Jitubhai said
that he had handed over the
business to Mafi Devi and
Lalit Kumar and has nothing
to do with the business. Mafi
Devi and Lalit Kumar told
the court that they have
stopped selling their products under the brand name
Fast Kwik.
The court said that the
documents placed by
Pidilite reveals that Manisha
Marketing’s trademark / label / artistic work is very
much similar. The court restrained it. from selling the
product under‘Fast Kwik’ till
further hearing.

Ahmedabad : Karanj police of the city on Monday
filed a complaint for abetment to suicide and dowry
death against a resident of
Karanj and four of his family
members after the death of
his wife, allegedly due to
demands for dowry because she gave birth to a
daughter. The complaint
was lodged as the woman,
28, committed suicide by
hanging on December 6 at
her husband’s home in
Karanj.
According to the FIR, the
deceased’s father also alleged in his complaint that

Surat : With each drop of
blood, the distance between
life and death of a 30-yearold woman and her infant
baby boy was reducing. But
an ambulance of 108 service
covered a 2km distance in
just three minutes and
saved both the lives on
Monday.

21 different crimes committed in various districts of
Gujarat.
He was wanted in three
offences of robbery and
dacoity in other districts and
four different courts had issued non-bailable warrants
against him. According to
police, Puniyo along with,
Tipu Bamaniya (22) and
Prakash Ravat (25)- both natives of Rajkot, trespassed
into the house of Lakhman
Vaddoriya,
thrashed
Lakhman and his wife Nabu
sticks, pipes and rods and

ran away with valuables
worth Rs 1.9 lakh. The
couple were seriously injured. They were shifted to a
hospital by neighbours.
Lakhman died during the
treatment the next day. After Bamaniya and Ravat
were arrested, the police
were looking for puniyo. In
two cases over the last one
year in Lodhika and Kotda
Sangani talukas of Rajkot
district, Puniya had trespassed into houses, beaten
up family members and
robbed cash and valuables.

Insurance co told to
pay for robotic surgery

Cops To Tap
Vendors,
Sweepers To Keep
Tab On Criminal
Activity

Ahmedabad : A consumer court in Gandhinagar
district has ordered an insurance company to pay
Mediclaim for robot-assisted surgery to treat renal
cell carcinoma after the insurance company refused to
reimburse the patient saying that robotic surgery is
not payable.
In this case, K P Sinh
Rathod, a resident of
Gandhinagar, was diagnosed with renal cell carcinoma in 2018 and he was
advised to undergo a surgery.
He underwent the treatment in September 2019 at
the Institute of kidney Diseases and Research Centre
at the Civil Hospital. He incurred a bill of Rs 2.62 lakh
towards treatment.
Since Rathod had an insurance cover of Rs 3 lakh
from the Oriental Insurance
Co Ltd, he claimed the
amount.
The insurer paid him Rs
82,733 only and deducted
over Rs 1.79 lakh. This led
Rathod’s wife to sue the insurance company and a TPA
firm in the Consumer Dispute Redressal Commission
Gandhinagar district for the
unfair deduction and demanded the amount.
The insurance company
cited a policy clause to state

that the patient had spent
Rs 1.79 over robotic surgery
and rest of the amount after
medicines.
His spending after the
medicine was reimbursed,
but the robotic surgery was
not payable because it fell
under the exclusion clause
of external and durable
medical/non-medical
equipment.
After hearing the case,
the commission said that
the deduction of the
amount paid for the robotic
surgery was not justified
and unfair.

and in-laws demanded had
Rs 5 lakh cash and a car from
her family.When she refused
to ask her parents for more
money, her husband and inlaws beat her.
The FIR said that she had
told her parents about the
violence, but they advised
her rach a compromise and
stay the course in her marriage. Her father said as she
was pregnant, they had told
her to remain with her husband.
He also said that her father-in-law often molested
her and when she raised the
issue with her husband, he

Woman, baby saved in autorickshaw delivery

Mastermind who killed sr citizen held
Rajkot : The Amreli police have arrested the mastermind in the case where a
senior citizen couple were
robbed and beaten up in a
village under Liliya taluka of
Amreli district in September. The man had died later.
The police had arrested
earlier two other accused in
the case.
The mastermind has
been identified as Puniyo
alias Buso alias Jadiyo
Ganava (32), a resident of
Dhanpur taluka in Dahod
district. He is an accused in

she was being sexually harassed and molested by her
father-in-law.
He said in the FIR that
her daughter had married
the man from Karanj on February 9, 2019. He said that his
family had given enough
gifts and household items
to her in-law at her wedding.
Even after this, her husband, who works for a private company, and her inlaws, used to harass her and
demand more money from
her and her family, the FIR
states.
The deceased’s father
alleged that her husband

The state police are
changing tack to tackle
criminal activities and also
to nab rash drivers who escape after injuring people
on the road. Special
Branches in all four cities in
the state have been directed
to tap hawkers, private and
AMC sweepers, tea stall
owners as informants who
can report any crime to the
police. Some tea stall owners will also be roped in especially to keep an eye on
drug peddlers.

“There was excessive
blood loss and I could see
the child’s head. Hence we
had to undertake the
woman’s delivery in the
autorickshaw. Could not
take the risk of shifting her
in an ambulance considering her medical history,” said
Shabbir Belim, EMT in the
ambulance.
Belim and ambulance
pilot Tejash Patel reached
the spot in Palanpur Patiya
from Mora Bhagal in Rander
within three minutes of getting a call. Rinku Singh,
driver of the autorickshaw,
called 108 service after noticing Chaku Devipujak
bleeding heavily. Either
Devipujak or her mother-inlaw did not have a mobile
phone. “She was bleeding
and was shouting for help in
pain. Hence, I stopped the
rickshaw and called the ambulance,” said Singh, who
had to take the rickshaw to
service centre for washing
after the delivery.

It was the fifth delivery
of Devipujak and she developed labour pain while in a
rickshaw. She was going to
get a health check-up done.
“She had already completed
nine months of her pregnancy and was going for a
checkup. In medical terms, it
was a case of multigravida,
where the woman had multiple deliveries because of
which the chances of excessive blood loss and related
severe complication were
high,” said Belim. Once they
decided to conduct the delivery in a rickshaw, Belim
and
Patel
collected
bedsheets from a nearby
home and covered the rickshaw. “The umbilical cord
was wrapped around the
baby’s neck. But he was delivered safely. The baby and
the mother are safe now
and admitted to hospital,”
he added. Devipujak’s husband is a labourer and the
family live in EWS colony in
Adajan.

case if theft.
His wife, Hima Patel was
using a scooter that was
parked at their allotted slot
in their society.
“At about 4pm on November 15, Hima Patel had
parked her scooter in the
society’s parking area. At
around 6pm, she found that
the scooter was not parked
there. She and Dipen Patel
tried to took for their
scooter but could not find
it,” the FIR filed on Sunday
states. The FIR also says that
Dipen tried to file an e-FIR,
but it could not be submitted despite several attempts. “We have started
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Volunteers meet
ahead of BAPS
event
Thousands of volunteers
working on different aspects at Pramukh Swami
Nagar on SP Ring Road the
venue of the centenary celebration of the former spiritual head of BAPS sect of
Swaminarayan Sampradaya
Participated in a meet
headed by Mahant Swami,
the spiritual head of the organization, on Monday
evening. The event will be
inaugurated by PM Modi on
December 14. “Pramukh
Swami Maharaj dedicated
his entire life to serving others selflessly, without any expectation of reward or recognition. We will never be
able to repay the debt we
owe him for his contributions to humanity. Nevertheless, this festival is a
humble tribute to him for all
that he has done for us,” said
Mahant Swami, thanking all
volunteers for their tireless
service for the organization.

Two men attack two cops on
duty in Vastrapur, plaint filed
Ahmedabad : An unarmed constable of
Vastrapur police on Saturday filed a complaint
against two men alleging
that they attacked him and
another constable who
were patrolling in the
Vastrapur area of the city.
A police constable Vijay
Jagabhai said in his FIR that
he along with another constable Vishal Ranchhod
were patrolling in the
Vastrapur area on Saturday
evening. At that time, they
saw a man named Vishal

Suryavanshi, 30, a resident
of Shrinath apartment in
Vastrapur, who was fighting
with an unknown couple
near RJ Tibrewal college.
Ranchhod
went
to
Suryavanshi and told him
not to indulge in any unnecessary fight and told
him to go away.
This did not go well
with Suryavanshi who allegedly began abusing
Ranchhod.
When Ranchhod objected to it, Suryavanshi began pulling his hair and as-

Took a month to lodge e-FIR for vehicle theft
Ahmedabad : In July, the
state government launched
its e-FIR service with fanfare,
boasting that citizens
wouldn,t need to go to police stations to file complaints for the theft of mobile phones or vehicles. The
situtaion on the ground is
otherwise, as a banker had
to wait for nearly a month
to lodge a complaint for a
stolen vehicle.
According to Ghatlodia
police, Dipen Patel, 36 the
manager of a nationalized
bank branch in Anand and
a resident of Samarth Society near the Memnagar lake,
was the complainant in a

hit her. On July 29, she delivered a girl after which her
husband and in-laws began
harassing her more.
On December 6, her father-in-law called her father
and said that she had fallen
in the house and suffered
injuries. When her father
reached Civil hospital, he
found that she was dead
with ligature marks on her
neck. Her father approached
police and filed a complaint
for abetment of suicide,
dowry death, molestation
and abetment against her
husband and four of her inlaws.

trying to file an e-FIR many
times from that day (November 15) till today. (December 11). My online FIR
was not accepted. It was ultimately successfully submitted today (December
11),” stated Dipen. Dipen
said the theif may have
taken away the scooter using a duplicate key. Talking
to Reporter, Dipen said,
“There was a problem in
submitting documents such
as my identity proof and RC
book. It was submitted after
Ghatlodia PI R J Chaudhary
helped me in person to register the FIR.” Dipen had on
November 16 gone to

Ghatlodia police station and
submitted an application.
Some cops there told him to
file an e-FIR as this was a vehicle theft case. The state
government on July 22
launched the e-FIR service
with the claim that citizens
would not need to go the
police station to register
complaints for thefts of vehicles or mobile phones.
Minister of state for home
Harsh Sanghavi had then
said, “In this age of technology, it is not proper for a person to spend an entire day
at a police station to file a FIR
for something like a stolen
mobile phone.

saulted him. Jagabhai tried
to rescue Ranchhod from
Suryavanshi
but
Suryavanshi’s aide named
Rohansinh Vaghela 20, a
resident of Ranujanagar-2
in Vastrapur, rushed there
and began beating the two
cops. Jagabhai said in his
FIR that Suryavanshi and
Vaghela threatened him
and Ranchhod that they
would kill them.
Meanwhile, Jagabhai
managed to call another
cop from Vastrapur and demanded extra police force.

Saffron All
Around In
Swearing-In
Pandal
Union ministers in attendance BJP national president
J P Nadda and Union Ministers Amit Shah, Rajnath Singh,
Smriti Irani, Sarbananda
Sonowal, Pashupati Kumar
Paras, Mansukh Mandaviya,
Bhupendra
Yadav,
Parshottam
Rupala,
Mahendra Nath Pandey,
Faggan Sinagh Kulsate,
Darshana Jardosh, Devusinh
Chauhan,
Mahendra
Munjapara,
Ramdas
Athawale, Anupriya Patel etc
were present on the occasion.
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2 cops among 6 dead in
Australia shooting incident

Brisbane, Dec 13 (IANS)
Two police officers were
among six victims of a
shooting incident in
Australia's Queensland
state, police said on Tuesday,
adding that a major investigation is underway.
The incident took place
in the Western Downs on
Monday afternoon when
four police officers were attending to a property on
Wains Road at Wieambilla in
relation to a missing person
investigation,
reports
Xinhua news
agency.
As they
were
approaching the
property, two
police officers
-- Matthew
Arnold, 26,
and Rachel McCrow, 29 -were shot dead by two
armed offenders, and a
member of the public was
also shot and killed.
The alleged offenders,
two men and a woman,
were fatally shot during a
confrontation with police
shortly after 10.30 p.m. on
Monday.An emergency declaration was announced
around the neighbourhood
and a crime scene has been
established at the property.
The National broadcaster ABC news reported
that local residents were
told to stay indoors until further notice and multiple
ambulances were called to
the scene.Police Commissioner Katarina Carroll said

this is the largest loss of life
the Queensland Police Service has suffered in one
single incident in recent
times and a sad reminder of
the unpredictable nature of
policing.
General president of the
Queensland Police Union
Ian Leavers described the
killing as a ruthless and coldblooded "execution", said
ABC news.
"Police were responding
to a call for a service for a
missing person, it was simply that ... as
soon as they
entered the
property, they
were inundated with
gunfire and
they never
had
a
chance," he said.
"Terrible scenes in
Wieambilla and a heartbreaking day for the families
and friends of the
Queensland Police officers
who have lost their lives in
the line of duty," he tweeted
on Tuesday."My condolences to all who are grieving tonight (Monday night)
-Australia introduced some
of the world's strictest gun
regulations after 35 people
were killed in a massacre by
a lone gunman at Port
Arthur, Tasmania, in
1996.Since then, there have
been only three mass
shootings -- defined in Australia as those resulting in at
least four deaths, excluding
perpetrators.

Forest fires destroy 13,000
hectares of land in Chile this yr
Santiago, Dec 13
(IANS) Up to 1,587 forest
fires have razed more
than 13,000 hectares of
land in Chile this year, Agriculture Minister Esteban
Valenzuela said.
While the fires were 9
per cent fewer than those
of the last season, they
were more dangerous,
leading to "40 per cent
more damaged hectares",
Xinhua news agency
quoted the Minister as
saying.
To combat forest fires,
the government has in-

vested 82 billion pesos
($94 million) to establish
243 forestry brigades
across the country, he
said.Aircraft equipped
with thermal cameras
that can detect the location of hot spots are helping monitor blazes and
dispatch brigade members, said Pablo Lobos, the
head of Forest Fire Protection at the National Forestry
Corporation
(Conaf ).This year, the
government beefed up
Conaf's firefighting budget by 30 per cent.

Washington, Dec 13
(IANS) Another Covid-19
winter surge is brewing in
the US as the key indicators
-- cases, hospitalisations and
deaths -- are all increasing,
straining hospitals with
record number of patients
infected by respiratory diseases.
The country averaged
about 65,569
new
cases
each day in the
week ending
December 7, a
49.6 per cent
surge from the
previous week,
according to
data published
by the Centers
for Disease
Control and Prevention
(CDC) on Monday.
Experts believe the real
count of cases are much
higher as many were
underreported due to athome Covid-19 tests.
The country has also
continued to see an increase in hospitalizations.
An average of more than
4,800 virus-positive Americans were admitted to hospitals each day in the week
ending December 6, a 13.8
per cent increase over the
week prior, CDC data
showed.
Daily Covid-19 deaths

were also rising. The country averaged over 420 fatalities in the most recent week,
a 61.7 per cent surge over
the previous week.
As of December 8, counties, districts, or territories
with a high or medium
Covid-19 Community Level
increased by 3.6 per cent
and 10.3 per cent, respectively.
Cu r ren t l y,
about 64 per
cent of sites
across
the
country have
reported moderate to high
SARS-CoV-2
levels in wastewater.
About 38
per cent of sites reporting
wastewater data have seen
some of the highest levels
for those sites since December 1 last year.
Easing restrictions,
broader immunity in the
general population and
mixed messages about
whether the pandemic is
over have softened the
sense of threat for the public, especially younger
adults.
The Covid-19 surge
came as people are traveling for holidays and colder
winter are pushing for
growing indoor gatherings.

Palestinian PM defends
establishment of national
authority
Ramallah, Dec 13 (IANS) Palestinian Prime Minister Mohammed Ishtayehas defended the establishment of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA), in
response to an Israeli official's anti-PNA remarks.
Israeli Minister of National Security-designate
Itamar Ben Gvir told the media that he would erase
the PNA and plans to annex the Palestinian lands
on which Israeli settlements are built and leave the
Palestinians to run their affairs in their communities
without authority and privileges, reports Xinhua
news agency.
At a weekly cabinet meeting on Monday, Ishtaye
said the PNA "was established to be the basis for the
Palestinian state, which was recognised by 140 countries of the world, in accordance with the UN resolutions," adding that "it is not a gift or a favour from
anyone", reports Xinhua news agency.
The PNA was established in line with the Oslo
peace accords signed between Israel and the Palestinians in 1993.
The Palestinians have been seeking to establish
an independent Palestinian state on the territories
seized by Israel in 1967, including the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem.

Drivers are being urged to avoid the roads wherever possible - as slushy snow turns to black ice - creating potentially lethal conditions. Many local roads will be worse before they get better as a result of bitter
weather predicted over the next few days. The AA has experienced a 135 per cent increase in the number of
people calling for advice after a crash over the weekend compared with the same time last year. Heathrow
Airport cancelled over 300 flights on Sunday night, while easyJet said it was doing 'all possible to minimise
disruption for our customers'. The coming days will see a spate of strikes in the rail industry from RMT and
other unions, with fears it will push commuters to use dangerous roads. Edmund King, president of the AA,
has said ice can be more dangerous than snow due to its poor visibility. 'It gives a false sense of security,' he
added. ' It really is a silent killer.'

Iran slams US claims of supporting Iranian women
Tehran, Dec 13 (IANS)
The Iranian Foreign Ministry
spokesman has slammed
the US claims of supporting
Iranian women, saying they
have been equally impacted
by Washington's long-term
unilateral sanctions on
Tehran.
Women had not been
excluded from the US unilateral sanctions imposed
against Iran over the past
decades, Iran's official news
agency IRNA quoted Nasser
Kanaani as saying during a
press conference on
Monday.US officials have repeatedly announced that
the Iranian people are not
the target of their sanctions,
said Kanaani, adding, "how
is it possible to impose over
1,700 or 1,800 sanctions
against a country, which is
an unprecedented international record in relations
among states, and claim
that women and children
are not affected by them?"
Following its 2018 withdrawal from a 2015 nuclear

Twitter's former head of trust and safety Yoel Roth and his boyfriend have
since been forced from their California home following a torrent of threats and
harassment. Elon Musk implied in tweets that Twitter's former head of trust and
safety, Yoel Roth, who is gay, has advocated for child sexualization. He shared a
grab of Roth's thesis which said that as under-18s tended to use adult gay hookup app Grindr, a way should be found of creating a version which is age appropriate but which offers support for LGBT youngsters. Roth survived Musk's initial cull of staff, but has since left Twitter. Revelations shared by Musk have highlighted how heavily he was involved in Twitter's decision to censor tweets that
went against liberal orthodoxy, and also how he gleefully messaged colleagues
about meeting with the FBI.

Key Covid indicators surge
again in US, straining hospitals
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deal, the US imposed more
than 800 unilateral sanctions against Iran, a move

that is totally in contradiction with its "fake" slogans
of defending women's
rights, he said.Turning to the

nuclear negotiations, the
spokesman added they are
exclusively aimed at removing the anti-Tehran sanctions, Xinhua news agency
reported.Kanaani said that
Iran is ready to continue the
nuclear negotiations and
has announced its positions
on the claims made by the
other sides.
However, he stressed
that Iran will not be influenced by political pressures
aimed at extracting concessions.
Iran has been under the
US sanctions for the past
four decades. The sanctions
intensified following the US
withdrawal from the nuclear

Nuclear power returns
to favour in Finland
Helsinki, Dec 13 (IANS)
Heading into the winter
months, people in Finland
appear to be overwhelmingly supportive of the
government's energy efficiency measures and according to a recent survey,
their attitude has also
changed markedly towards
nuclear power.
The rise in electricity
prices has prompted Finns
to reconsider their approach to the energy challenge, the Finnish Business
and Policy Forum (EVA)
think tank said in a
statement.In its autumn
2022 Values and Attitudes
survey, the EVA looked at the
public's approach to different forms of electricity generation, reports Xinhua
news agency.It found social
acceptance of solar energy
to be the strongest (88 per
cent), followed by hydropower (78 per cent) and
wind power (77 per cent).
Sixty-seven per cent of
survey respondents held a
positive opinion about
nuclear energy, and only 10
per cent expressed a contrary view.They said that the
expansion of the nuclear energy sector would be the
best way to increase the

country's
electricity
production.Support for the
expansion of nuclear power
was a significant 25 percentage points higher in autumn
this year than three and a
half years ago, the EVA
noted.
"The clear majority of
Finns have become supporters of nuclear power in
just a few years. The explanation for this probably lies
in the acute energy crisis,
which the strongly increased production of renewable energy alone has
not been able to respond
to."The Values and Attitudes
surveys of the 1980s provide
a point of comparison for
the current attitudes, the
Eva said. The second such
survey was conducted in
the autumn of 1986, a few
months after the Chernobyl
nuclear accident.
Back then, 60 per cent
rejected nuclear power. Today, the overwhelming majority in all population
groups is opposed to the
decommissioning of the
country's
nuclear
reactors.Finns have a very
practical approach to the
energy crisis," EVA's Managing Director Sami Metelinen
said.

deal, formally known as the
Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA), signed
between Tehran and world
powers in July 2015.
Under the deal, Tehran
had agreed to put some
curbs on its nuclear
programme in return for the
removal of the sanctions on
the country. The US reimposition of the sanctions
prompted Iran to reduce
some of its nuclear commitments under the deal.
The talks on the JCPOA's
revival began in April 2021
in Vienna. No breakthrough
had been achieved after the
latest round of talks in early
August.

Putin scraps
annual year-end
news conference
Moscow, Dec 13 (IANS)
Russian President Vladimir
Putin's annual year-end
news conference will not
take place for the first time
in 10 years, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov has
confirmed.
Addressing media persons here on Monday,
Peskov said that there won't
be a news conference before the New Year, "but we
expect that the President
will still find an opportunity
to talk to (reporters), as he
does regularly, including
during his foreign visits",
the state-run TASS News
Agency reported.The Kremlin spokesman also did not
give out a possible date of
Putin's address to the Federal Assembly, saying that
"we will inform you in due
time". In November, Peskov
had said that the dates of
Putin's annual news conference and other major
events would be known after the date of the address
to the Federal Assembly
was set.
Over the past 10 years,
Putin's annual press conferences in Moscow attended
by dozens of journalists,
both Russian and foreign,
usually lassed for hours.

A new dynamic in the Af-Pak Great Game
Kabul, Dec 13 (IANS)
Pakistan's role in Afghanistan has changed drastically
ever since takeover of the
Taliban in Kabul. The nature
of engagement from the
initial days of the Taliban
government when one witnessed the then Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Chief
being received in Kabul
with honour and dignity, to
a stage when both sides do
not see eye-to-eye, has
been a major 'about- face' in
the relationship.
While there are differ-

ences between Pakistan and
Afghanistan on the Durand
issue, which has led to several casualties in the past
and could emerge as a major threat to peace in the region, the Afghans consider
the Pakistanis playing a
game of 'duplicity' with
Kabul on various fronts.
The differences between Tehreek-e-Taliban
(TTP) and Pakistan on an
agreement signed between
the two has been increasing
with the TTP claiming lack of
Pakistani adherence to the

UK economy rebounds in Oct
but recession still looms
London, Dec 13 (IANS)
The British economy is estimated to have grown by 0.5
per cent between September and October, statistics
showed, but a lengthy recession is still expected in the
UK.October's rebound followed a fall of 0.6 per cent
in September, which was affected by the extra bank
holiday for the funeral of
Queen Elizabeth II, Xinhua
news agency quoted the
Office for National Statistics
(ONS) as saying on Monday.
Car sales rebounded after a very poor September,
while the health sector also
saw a strong month, said

ONS director of economic
statistics Darren Morgan.
Meanwhile, construction continued its strong
trend over the last year and
stands at its highest level on
record,
with
new
housebuilding driving
growth, he added.
At least 0.3 percentage
points of the rise was due to
a return to the normal number of working days in October after September's
bank holiday, making the
economy look stronger than
it really is, said Ruth Gregory,
senior UK economist at
Capital
Economics
consultancy.

terms of the agreement.This
has led to serious casualties
on both sides. The Pakistan
Peace Research Institute
published data in October
2022, according to which
the number of terrorist attacks in Pakistan had gone
up by 51 per cent post coming to power of the Taliban
government in Kabul. According to the report, 250 attacks were carried out from
August 2021 to August 2022
leading to the death of 433
people with 791 injured.
A senior Russian re-

Emergency rooms in Italian
hospitals being 'pushed to their
limits'
Rome, Dec 13 (IANS) Emergency rooms in Italian hospitals were being "pushed to their limits" by
the rising tide of Covid-19 and influenza infections
as colder weather sweeps across the country, health
authorities said. "The critical situations are no longer
limited to specific areas, but are widespread," Xinhua
news agency quoted Fabio De Iaco, president of the
Italian Society for Emergency Medicine (SIMEU), as
saying in a statement on Monday.
"The number of people accessing emergency
rooms has increased by around 50 per cent compared to what we saw in September," he added.
Meanwhile, the Gimbe Foundation, a health sector monitoring group, said on Monday that while the
number of Covid-19 deaths in Italy remained relatively low, it was inching higher.Deaths from Covid19 increased by around 8 per cent over the period
of December 2-8 compared to the previous sevenday period.

Canadian-Sikh arrested for
running police car off the road
Toronto, Dec 13 (IANS) Police in Canada have
charged and arrested a Sikh man after he "intentionally" ran a police cruiser off the roadway in a stolen
vehicle in the city of Brampton.
In July 2021, Gauravdeep Singh was seen operating a stolen vehicle around Hurontario Street and
County Court Boulevard in Brampton, the Peel Regional Police said.
Singh made "intentional contact with a police
cruiser, causing it to leave the roadway and make
good on his escape".
Following the incident, an arrest warrant was issued for Singh, and he was arrested late last month.
Singh has been charged with 12 offences, including theft of a motor vehicle, possession of stolen
property and flight from a police officer."It is a
miracle that there were no serious injuries in this
incident as this individual attempted to harm our
officers, who accept the inherent risks associated
with their jobs to keep our community safe," Peel
Regional Police Deputy Chief, Marc Andrews, said in
a statement.

Afghanistan has apologised for
border village attack: Pak
Defence Minister
Islamabad, Dec 13 (IANS) Pakistan Defence Minister Khawaja Asif said that the Taliban-led government in Afghanistan had accepted its mistake in attacking a village on the border that left eight people
dead and over 20 others injured.
Addressing the National Assembly on Monday,
Asif detailed what led to the deadly border clash on
Sunday, reports Samaa TV.
"The incident occurred in a village which is
spread on both sides of the border," he said, adding
that the victims were repairing the border fence
when they came under fire.
The first volley of firing did no damage, Samaa
TV reported.
The second volley, however, proved to be deadly
and claimed the lives of seven civilians.He admitted
that in retaliatory action by Pakistan, Afghan troops
were killed.Ater that, a border committee was convened, which reviewed the matter.Asif further
warned that the growing instability in Afghanistan
was having an impact on Pakistan, Samaa TV
reported."There is hunger and poverty there," he
said.The Defence Minister said that Islamabad wants
the way the Afghan Taliban fought its war is how
they should govern.Unless Kabul and Islamabad
cooperate, there will not be peace between the two
countries, Samaa TV reported.

searcher, Andrey Yashlavsky,
an expert on religious terrorism and extremism, while
speaking to a Russian daily
'Nezavisimay Gazeta' (NG)
recently, mentioned that in
the second half of 2021,
there were signals from
Kabul that the Taliban
movement was dissatisfied
with the policies of
Islamabad, and high-ranking Taliban figures stated
that the actions of the Pakistani leadership did not
comply with the norms of
Islam.

Multiple respiratory viruses cocirculating with flu in US: CDC
Washington, Dec 13
(IANS) Multiple respiratory
viruses are currently co-circulating with influenza in
the US, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) said and urged the
public to take flu shots and
Covid-19 boosters to prevent from severe illnesses.
Seasonal flu activity is
high across the country and
so far this season, there have
been at least 13 million
cases,
120,000
hospitalisations and 7,300
deaths, Xinhua news agency
reported citing the CDC estimates.
Of influenza A viruses
detected and subtyped dur-
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ing the latest week ending
December 3, 76 per cent
have been influenza A
(H3N2) and 24 per cent
have been influenza A
(H1N1), according to the
CDC.
CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky said on Monday
that the formulations of the
flu shot this year are a good
match for the most prevalent strains circulating in the
country.
"We look in real time as
to how well we think the influenza match is to what's
circulating. And right now,
the good news is that it
looks like it is a very good
match," she said.

Heroic Jack Johnson (pictured main and left with
his father) leapt into Babbs Mill Park lake on Sunday
after hearing the screams of other children. The 10year-old ran to the rescue of the other three boys,
who had fallen through the ice. But tragically Jack
and two others, a boy aged eight and another, 11,
died after being pulled from the icy water. Now his
family have paid tribute to the courageous schoolboy - as a vigil was held in Solihull on Monday
evening to mark the tragedy.
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Rawalpindi pitch used for first EnglandPakistan Test rated as 'below average'

"No chance for him with Rahul,
Gill set to open," says DK on
Abhimanyu Easwaran's chances
for first Test v Bangladesh
Mumbai, Dec 13 (IANS) Abhimanyu Easwaran
has been included in the India squad for the first
Test against Bangladesh, starting in Chattogram on
Wednesday, as a replacement for injured Rohit
Sharma but senior batter Dinesh Karthik feels the
opener is unlikely to get a chance to play.
Abhimanyu is a classical batsman who plays for
Bengal in the domestic circuit and has been knocking on the selectors' door for the last couple of seasons and has been named as standby for a couple
of series.
In January 2021, he was picked as one of five
standbys for the home Test series against England
and was also named as one of four standby players
for the final of the 2019-2021 ICC World Test Championship and the away series against England.
However, the talented right-hander, who was
born to a Tamilian father and Punjabi mother in
Dehradun, is unlikely to get into the Playing XI as
stand-in skipper K.L Rahul is likely to open the innings with Shubman Gill.

CHIEF SPORTS WRITER: Gareth Southgate (centre) has fixed a lot for English football these last six years. It
is not his job, however, to fix the succession. If he wants to go, he should go. The idea of persuading him to
stay because there is no alternative is not just unfair, but muddle-headed. There are plenty of reasons to
retain Southgate, but that is the worst. If Southgate has reached the conclusion this is the end of the road,
shake his hand and wish him well. Don’t make it harder than it already is. He shouldn’t leave feeling guilty. He
has let nobody down. Eddie Howe (top left) and Graham Potter (bottom left) are the obvious candidates for
the job and, equally, presumed not to be interested because of great opportunities in club management.
Still, try them. There is a world of difference between shunning a post you haven’t been offered and turning
down one when it is presented. Southgate was an England Under 21 manager who took the senior team
further than any coach since Sir Alf Ramsey. Who knew he had that in him? Maybe Lee Carsley (bottom right),
the current Under 21 manager, has it in him, too. Maybe he has it to go one better. Maybe he is sitting there
now with a PowerPoint presentation that will revolutionise the way England play; or maybe Steve Holland
(top right) is. He’s Southgate’s assistant. Credited with many of the smart strategic ideas that have got England this far.

ICC picks Jemimah Rodrigues in
next crop for 100% Cricket
Superstars squad
Dubai, Dec 13 (IANS) India's Jemimah Rodrigues
along with Thailand's pioneer batter Nattakan
Chantam, Bangladesh captain Nigar Sultana along
with Alana King (Australia) and Lara Goodall (South
Africa) have been included in the next crop of players for a 100% Cricket Superstars squad that fans
can pick from to decide on a final XI.
Jemimah joins her India teammates Smriti
Mandhana and Shafali Verma as the third Indian to
be included in the shortlist for the contest being
conducted by the International Cricket Council.

FIFA World Cup: Ronaldo backs calls for
Brazil to appoint foreign head coach

WBBL stars dominate Australia's
squad for first-ever U19 Women's
T20 World Cup

Doha, Dec 13 (IANS) Brazil legend Ronaldo has lent
his support to calls for Brazil
to appoint a foreign manager following the team's
elimination from the 2022
FIFA World Cup in Qatar.
Friday's quarterfinal loss
to Croatia on penalties
marked the fifth consecutive time that Brazil have
been knocked out of
football's showpiece tournament by a European opponent.
Tite reiterated his previously announced decision
to step down after the World
Cup, saying "the cycle has
finished" after the match at
Education City stadium in
Doha.
"I would love to see
names like (Pep) Guardiola,
(Carlo) Ancelotti, or (Jose)
Mourinho coaching Brazil,"
Ronaldo told reporters here.
"But I am not the one who
chooses, we will see what
happens. These names have

Melbourne, Dec 13 (IANS) Cricket Australia (CA)
on Tuesday named the Australian squad for the inaugural ICC Under-19 Women's T20 World Cup in
South Africa to be held in January next year, composed of many youngsters who have been stars in
the Women's Big Bash League (WBBL).
The Youth Selection Panel selected a 15-player
squad following the conclusion of the 2022/23 Under-19 Female National Championships in Perth on
Monday. Australia's squad, which contains eight
players with domestic experience, will be led by
head coach Sarah Aley and her assistants, Erin
Osborne and Dulip Samaraweera.
Australia's squad includes off-spin all-rounder
Ella Hayward, who has become a regular fixture with
Melbourne Renegades and Victoria, along with legspin all-rounder Amy Smith, who is a consistent
presence in Hobart Hurricanes and Tasmania.
Fast bowler Rhys McKenna is contracted to
Melbourne Stars and Victoria, alongside left-arm
pacer Lucy Hamilton, who debuted for Brisbane
Heat in eighth season of the WBBL and is from
Queensland state. Wicketkeeper Paris Bowdler also
had WBBL experience through the Renegades.

emerged in Brazil, but I don't
know if it's true.
"I don't see a problem
with Brazil having a foreign
coach. There is going to be
a lot of discussion about
who will be the next coach
of Brazil. I see these names
very favorably."
Ronaldo, who won the
World Cup with Brazil in
1994 and 2002, said Brazil
had paid the price for poor
defending that led to Bruno
Petkovic's 116th-minute
equalizer for Croatia.
Neymar had given the
South American side the
lead in the 106th minute by
starting and finishing a superb team goal after the
scores were tied at 0-0 at the
end of normal time, reports
Xinhua. "We weren't able to
run down the clock in extra
time after the goal,"
Ronaldo said. "We needed to
be smarter, it's the only
thing we needed to get
through the tie.

Pele showing
improvement
from respiratory
infection
Rio de Janeiro (IANS),
Dec 13 (IANS) Football legend Pele is showing signs of
improvement from a respiratory infection but remains
in hospital with no forecast
for when he could be discharged, doctors treating
him said on Monday.
The 82-year-old was admitted to Sao Paulo's Albert
Einstein hospital late last
month to treat the infection
and reassess chemotherapy.
"Still with no forecast for
discharge, the patient continues to show improvement in his clinical condition, especially the respiratory infection," read a hospital statement signed by
three doctors.
Pele is the only player to
win the World Cup three
times, lifting the trophy in
1958, 1962 and 1970.

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
The pitch in Rawalpindi that
was used during the first
Test between Pakistan and
England from December 15 has received a 'below average' rating from the ICC.
This is the second demerit point for the venue
this year. The pitch used for
the first Test between Pakistan and Australia in March,
where 1187 runs were
scored overall and only 14
wickets fell across five days,
was also rated as "below average".
While the opening Test
of the series, which England
managed to win by 74 runs
after scoring 506 runs on
Day One, yielded seven centuries from batters in both
teams, the pitch came under
fire for providing bowlers
with very little assistance
throughout the five-day
contest.
PCB chairman Ramiz
Raja had earlier labelled the
pitch as 'embarrassing' during lunch break on Day Two
of the Test match and now
the ICC seems to agree with
it.
"It was a very flat pitch

which gave almost no assistance to any type of bowler.
That was the main reason
why batters scored very fast
and both sides posted huge
totals."
"The pitch hardly deteriorated during the course
of the match. Since there
was very little in it for the
bowlers, I found the pitch to
be "below average" as per
the ICC guidelines," said ICC
Match Referee Andy Pycroft.
ICC also said that
Pycroft's report on the
Rawalpindi pitch has been
forwarded to the Pakistan
Cricket Board (PCB). It
means the venue has now
received two demerit points
from consecutive Tests under the ICC Pitch and Outfield Monitoring Process
and could be in danger of
being suspended from
hosting any international
cricket if more demerit
points are given.
Demerit points remain
active for a rolling five-year
period and when a venue
accumulates five demerit
points it is suspended from
staging any international
cricket for 12 months.

Australia confirm Scott Boland as third
pacer for first Test against South Africa
Brisbane, Dec 13 (IANS)
Australia have decided to
include Scott Boland ahead
of Michael Neser as the third
pacer for the first Test
against South Africa at the
Gabba starting on Saturday
(December 17), coach Andrew McDonald has
confirmed.Both Boland and
Neser were included in
Australia's squad for the
day/night Test against West
Indies at the Adelaide Oval,
which the hosts won to seal
the series, in the absence of
the injured Pat Cummins,
Josh Hazlewood, and
Mitchell Starc.
Both of them had done
well in the match and it
came down to choosing
one and the Australian team
management opted for
Boland ahead of Neser. With
Hazlewood still unavailable,
Boland with partner
Cummins and Starc as the
third pacer against South

Africa.
"Expecting Scott to take
that spot at the Gabba,"
McDonald told reporters
ahead of Australia's depar-

ture for Brisbane. "That's the
running line, and he's done
nothing wrong.
"His record is amazing at
the moment, so he'll take his
place and the assumption is
that Pat does play. So you've
got Cummins, Starc and
Boland, with (allrounder
Cameron) Green and (spin-

ner Nathan) Lyon to support
around that." After claiming
three wickets in Adelaide in
one thrilling over under the
lights, Boland has the best
average (10.33) and strike
rate (30.6) in the world
among bowlers with at least
20 Test wickets. And the 33year-old has done this in
four Tests that he has played
so far.Boland commenced
the summer out of the Test
side, and might again drop
out if Hazlewood returns
from a side strain for their
second or third Test against
South Africa. Though there
was some hope too as the
Australians will continue to
rotate their pace attack as
they have a tight schedule
ahead in 2023, even if the
bowlers do not suffer more
injuries."It's an arduous task,
probably a little bit tougher
for the players to manage
their way through a summer," said coach McDonald.
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LANXESS again ranks top in Dow
Audi India bolsters Audi Club
Jones Sustainability Indexes
Rewards program- onboards 150+ Mumbai,
LANXESS once responsibility and corporate
partners on myAudi Connect App again
scores highly in terms governance. The DJSI World
of sustainability: The spe- lists the top 10 percent of as-

Mumbai, Audi, the German luxury car manufacturer, has successfully
onboarded 150+ partners
across India under the Audi
Club Rewards program.
Some of the listed partner
brands include AJIO Luxe,
Truefitt & Hill, Oberoi Hotels,
Mont Blanc, Luxury Charters
by Avion Prive, Pullman Hotel, Roseate House, Costa
Cruise, Evocus, Nappa Dorri,
Ikka Dukka, Masha Arts,
Taylormade, and Luxury FnB
with
Chef
Gautam
Chaudhary among others.
Audi customers can experience unparalleled luxury
through Audi Club rewardsled curated experiences, exclusive holidays, luxury shopping and more.
Audi Club Rewards is a
one-of-a-kind rewards program that was launched earlier this year. It offers exclusive access, segment-first
privileges and bespoke experiences. Audi Club Re-

wards is open to all existing
owners (including Audi Approved: plus owners) and future customers of Audi India.
Customers get access to
a host of exclusive member
products and services with
the advantage of a simple
transparent view of the rewards earned on the‘myAudi
Connect’ application which
can be utilized on any Audi
India product or service purchase. Audi Club Rewards
members get exclusive previews and access to the latest campaigns and offers.
The benefits include earning
from spending and burning
across the Audi ecosystem
and partner brands.The partner offerings go beyond just
offers and include special invites to partner events. Audi
India has witnessed engaging participation from regional meetups of Audi Club
Rewards which has resulted
in further exposure to partner products and services.

cialty chemicals company
ranked first in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index (DJSI)
Europe in the “Chemicals”
category, scoring 85 out of
100 points. In the DJSI World,
LANXESS came in second as
in the previous year. The
Group achieved particularly
good results in the areas of
product stewardship, water
and human rights.
“Sustainable, integrative
thinking and acting supports
our corporate goals and is
therefore anchored at all levels of the Group,”said Hubert
Fink, member of the Board of
Management of LANXESS
AG. “We consider the renewed very good ranking in
the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index to be both a confirmation and encouragement of
our commitment.”
For the Dow Jones
Sustainability Indexes, companies are evaluated in the
areas of environment, social

sessed global companies per
industry, while the DJSI Europe lists the top 20 percent
of companies headquartered in Europe. LANXESS climate strategy on 1.5-degree
path-Numerous external
parties have recognized
LANXESS’ effective commitment to climate protection,
most recently the renowned
Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi). The joint initiative
of the climate protection organization CDP, the UN Global Compact, the World Resources Institute and the
World Wide Fund for Nature
has validated the Group's targets for reducing its emissions and confirmed that
LANXESS is contributing to
limiting global warming to a
maximum of 1.5 degrees Celsius. This value is the target
set by the Paris Agreement
and is generally considered
the threshold for preventing
a climate catastrophe.

HP Introduces New Smart Tank
Printers for Indian Homes and
Micro Businesses

New Delhi, HP India today unveiled a new range of
Smart Tank printers designed for the everyday printing needs of home users, micro and small businesses.
In today's hybrid world, home and small businesses in
India are embracing technology for their digital transformation and they are looking for affordable, easyto-use, and smart printing solutions.
To support emerging entrepreneurs and businesses, HP Smart Tank delivers an enhanced user experience with an intuitive and seamless set-up, smart
features, and better connectivity[v] – including selfhealing Wi-Fi® and mobility with Smart App and Smart
Advance. HP’s new ink tank printers can also print up
to 18,000 black pages or up to 6,000 colour pages[vi]
for uninterrupted printing with a pre-filled ink supply.
“Micro, small and medium enterprises are the
growth engine of India’s economy, contributing about
30% of the country’s GDP. MSMEs are optimistic about
the future and looking for smart technology solutions
that will give them a competitive advantage,” said
Sunish Raghavan, Senior Director, Printing Systems, HP
India Market. “HP’s Smart Tank is designed for small
businesses, entrepreneur and people who print a lot
at home and need a smarter, more connected printing experience at an affordable cost.”
Engineered for high-volume printing needs, The
Smart Tank range delivers cost-effective colour and
mono printing. Capacity of up to 18,000 black or up to
6,000 color pages of ink bottles in the box.

This festive and party season, be the cynosure of TLSU Awareness programs
started at school level
all eyes with stunning pieces from Platinum EVARA
Mumbai, A time of joyous celebration with family and friends, the festive
and party season brings
along a slew of special
events and gatherings to
attend. While selecting the
perfect outfit for each occasion might seem like a
task, let your jewellery be
the focal point of your look,
as you choose from an exquisite range of platinum
jewellery pieces from Platinum EVARA.
Inspired by the woman
of today, the curated collection exhibits intricacy
and versatility through its
elegant designs, forms,
motifs and silhouettes. Every piece of jewellery in
this collection is an ode to
the woman who stays true
to her core and embraces
all parts of herself. Crafted
from 95% pure platinum, a
metal born out of a supernova collision, the pieces

are sure to elevate any look
you opt for by adding a
touch of subtle elegance
and glamour.
The collection includes
an array of designs that
range from captivating
necklaces and alluring
wristwear to intricately
crafted earrings and elegant rings. Delicate yet
seamless forms, combined
with unique diamond
pieces come together to
create one-a-kind pieces
that seamlessly complement your outfits while
making a discerning style
statement. Dreamlike patterns, Mobius loops, and
grooves reflect a unique
design narrative, while elements like scattering,
splintering, and expansive
patterns along with the interrupted forms, fluid dimensions, and spatial elements come together to
elaborate the many facets

of the EVARA woman’s
unique personality. Due to
platinum’s intrinsic durability and strength, the
white metal stays untarnished through the passage of time, which lends
itself to timeless jewellery
designs. Be it casual wear,
party wear, workwear or
even Indian wear, Platinum
EVARA’s curated collection
of pieces is a definite musthave in your holiday season
wardrobe. Stack a set of
bold platinum rings to
make a statement at the
next brunch with your girlfriends, or wear an intricately crafted platinum
necklace for an intimate
celebration with your family. Flaunt a pair of beautiful diamond-encrusted earrings at your office Christmas party, while the stellar
selection of wristwear can
be the perfect addition to
date night!

Vadodara:- TeamLease Skills University (TLSU) is India’s
First Skills University located in the city of Vadodara at Tarsali.
TLSU is India’s First NAAC Accredited Skills University which
offers various skills-based degree programmes in the field
of Computer Application, Finance & Accounting, Marketing,
Hospitality & Tourism, Medical Laboratory Technology and
Mechatronics. Apart from degree programmes, TLSU also
offers various short term skills enhancement programmes
for students and working professional as well. In line with
the National Education Policy-2020 having a focus on Holistic Education, TLSU has launched a series of Skills Awareness Programmes (TLSU SAP) at school level. Since the last
10 days the TLSU team has successfully connected more
than 800 students across 12+ schools. TLSU SAP mainly
focusses
On the importance of Higher Education, Skills based
Education, Career Progression, Higher education opportunities, Inclusive Curriculum (as per the requirement of the
industry). In further alignment with NEP 2020 TLSU has also
started admission in-take for the January 2023 session. This
is a unique opportunity which will benefit the candidates
currently passing out of ITI's and NIOS whose results are
scheduled to be declared in the month of December or who
have received results after month of October. Such candidates can save 6 months and enroll for higher education
immediately on completion of their previous qualification
equivalent to 10+2. The admissions are open for B.Sc.
Mechatronics, BBA, BBA Sports Management, B.Com., BCA,
B.Sc. Medical Lab Technology, DMLT, B.Sc. Hospitality & Tourism Management.
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Hitachi introduces award-winning air
Home series of fixed speed split AC in India

Mumbai, In its endeavor
to bring ultimate comfort to
Indian homes, India’s leading
air-conditioner
brand
‘Hitachi Cooling & Heating
India’ has introduced its
award-winningairHome series ofFixed Speed Split ACs.
Inspired by Japanese Shiro
Designthat outlasts seasons
through centuries, Hitachi
proudly presents ‘Senpai’, its
new Fixed Speed Split Air
Conditioners range.This new
model is the winner of Red
Dot Award: Product Design
2022. The Red Dot Design
Award is a German international design award for product, brand, and communication designs and concepts.
“Hitachi air conditioners
are designed to adapt to the
dynamic requirements of the
ever-evolving Indian consumer. Consumers’ quest for
comfortable and aesthetically appealing living spaces
is consistently pushing us to
set new benchmarks for
cooling technologies and
design revolutions. With

airHome series, we intend to
curate a better air conditioning experience by employing cutting-edge innovations.,” said Gurmeet Singh,
Chairman and Managing Director, Johnson ControlsHitachi Air Conditioning India Ltd.
Setting the highest standards of design in air conditioning for living spaces, the
company has infused its new
iconic wave design into the
indoor unit, outdoor unit,
and even the remote of
Senpai ACs. The super exciting range of Senpai air conditioners boasts of Ambience Light, Surround Cooling (long air throw of 24
meters), 5 fan speed for convenient cooling, My Mode
function for personalized
cooling, WaveBlade Design
technology for silent air, Auto
Coil Dry technology for
odour free air, detachable
front panel for ease of
accessto clean AC filter, along
with a plethora of other stunning features.

Anant National University collaborated
with the University of Pennsylvania
to deliver the Certificate programme in Global
Education Entrepreneurship &amp; Innovation
Ahmedabad, 12 th December 2022: Anant National University, in collaboration with the University of
Pennsylvania, delivered
the ‘Global Education Entrepreneurship &amp; Innovation certificate
programme’, an
immersive
week-long boot
camp
that
brings critical
lessons from
Penn
GSE’s
ground-breaking work in education innovation. The Global
Education Entrepreneurship and Innovation certificate programme provides
critical knowledge, skills,
and tools to seed, accelerate,
and scale entrepreneurial
practice in education. The
first cohort had 14 partici-

pants and the programme
was delivered by the UPenn
senior faculty in person at
the AnantUcampus.
The
course
has
beendesigned especially for
education industry leaders,

school leadership teams,
entrepreneurs, researchers,
investors, policymakers or
anyone interested in addressing critical issues in
education through innovation. The programme creates a pathway for seeding,

accelerating and scaling entrepreneurial practice in
education.
The programme also offered access to an exclusive
network of Global Education
leaders
&amp;
trainedparticipants
in addressing
real-world problems in areas
such as navigating the education investment
landscape and
finding a product-market fit.
The immersive
week-long
programme combined
customised in-person and
real-time virtual sessions
paired with online asynchronous
modules
usingUPenn’s lean start-up
curriculum, design thinking,
and project-based learning.
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Reliance Industries tops charts on
Wizikey Newsmaker Ranking
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TCS and Vodafone UK Win the
DevOps2022 Industry Award
MUMBAI,
Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS)
(BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS) and
Vodafone have won the
DevOps2022
Industry
Award under the category
Best Use of Security in a
DevOps Project and were
highly commended at the
UK IT Industry Awards in the
category Best Technology
Refresh Project.
The telco partnered with
TCS to build an end-to-end
DevSecOps framework for
provisioning, assurance, and
billing. The scalable solution
embeds security controls in
the workflow, enabling platform-wide integration with
next-gen technologies,
helping Vodafone accelerate time-to-market with innovative products and services.
TCS’ DevSecOps framework enables zero tolerance
for vulnerabilities through
automated detection and
boosting release frequency
for agile delivery by nearly
40 percent. The project won
the DevOps Industry award

for demonstrating the positive impact of embedding
security into a DevOps
project.
TCS and Vodafone were
also highly commended at
the 2022 UK IT Industry
Awards under the category
Best Technology Refresh
Project for transforming the
experience for 1.4 million
home broadband customers across the UK. The
reimagined self-healing
digital infrastructure elevates stability and up-time
by detecting, identifying, responding, and recovering
without human intervention. “We appreciate TCS’
work in enhancing our
DevOps maturity, now embedding DevSecOps. At
Vodafone, cyber security has
huge focus and is one of our
top priorities, the work being done on our ECS platforms to integrate security
into our DevOps routines
will go a long way in helping Vodafone achieve the
right levels of security controls, vulnerability detection

Indigo asks passengers to reach Delhi airport
3.5 hours prior to domestic departures

3-day G20 finance
meeting begins
in Bengaluru

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Reliance Industries Ltd,
India's largest corporate by
revenues, profits, and market value, topped the 2022
Wizikey Newsmaker report
as India's most-visible corporate in the media.
State Bank of India (SBI),
ICICI Bank Limited, Bharti
Airtel Limited, and One 97
Communications Limited
are in the top 5 corporates
on the ranking.
The rankings are based
on Wizikey's News Score
which measures news visibility
for brands & individuals
by analyzing the volume of
news, headlines presence,
and the reach of publications.
Wizikey's, AI and ML
technology gathers media
intelligence from over 50
million news articles across
400,000+ online publications.
The report considered
over
1,000
Indian
corporates for analysis.

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Amid the increased rush of
air-passengers, Indigo airline issued a travel advisory
asking passengers to reach
the Delhi airport at least 3.5
hours prior to domestic departures.
The airline has also
asked the passengers to
carry only one piece of hand
baggage weighing 7 kg for
a smooth security check.
The Delhi airports are
experiencing high footfalls
and the check-in and boarding time are expected to be
longer than usual. Passengers are requested to reach
the airport at least 3.5 hours
prior to domestic depar-

This latest report by
Wizikey, Asia's fastest-growing communications technology and PR software recognizes the hottest companies and Newsmakers of
2022, that have been visible
for various reasons from investments, acquisitions,
partnerships, and more.

Reliance Industries Limited, from various acquisitions of brands like Mandarin Oriental, Addverb Technologies, Campa Cola, &
more to announcing Rs 3.5
trillion investments, and
awarded the project to
make
India's
first
multimodal logistics park
and much more news contributed to Reliance being

tures, and to carry only one
piece of hand baggage
weighing 7 kg for a smooth
security check," Indigo said
in a statement on Twitter.
"Please ensure that you

complete your web checkin, for added convenience,"
it said.
The airline also guided
the air-passengers to use

number one position for
consecutive three years.
SBI also made various
investments in companies.
From various partnerships
and signing MoUs to various news related to writing
loans off and raising Rs
10,000 crore through infrastructure bonds contributed to reaching the second position.
ICICI Bank Limited, from
various acquiring stakes in
multiple companies such as
Gift City Clearing Corp,
Verve Financial Services,
NARCL, and more, to allotting lakhs of equity shares
under ESOS, and profit
surges making it the third
most visible corporate.
Bharti Airtel Limited
made quite a buzz during
the launch of 5G and
crossed the 1 million user
mark, to various features,
plans & product launches
across Airtel, Airtel payments bank, Airtel XStream
contributed highly in taking
over the fourth position.

gate numbers 5 and 6 for
entry at Delhi Airport, Terminal 3, as these are nearest to
the IndiGo check-in
counters. Amid the rising
complaints of chaos and
crowd mismanagement at the Delhi airport, Civil Aviation Minister
Jyotiraditya
Scindia on Monday
made a surprise visit to
the Delhi airport. The
Minister along with senior officials took note
of the various aspects
and directed the officials
and the airport operator to

Goldman Sachs plans to lay off
hundreds of employees: Report
San Francisco, Dec 13
(IANS) Global investment
bank Goldman Sachs is reportedly planning to lay off
hundreds of employees at
its consumer business.
The company's decision
to cut jobs comes after
chief executive David
Solomon announced plans
to curtail "Main Street"
banking ambitions, reports
The Financial Times.
According to people faCHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
ASIFBHAI ABBASBHAI
MANSURI to ASIF
ABBASBHAI MANSURI
Add. 303, Ayman Park,
Sarkhej Road, Ahmedabad
3905C

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
RAJVANSHSINH
BALVANTSINH RANA to
RAJVANSH BALVANTSINH
RANA
Add. 19, Bhagwat Bunglows,
South Bopal Ahmedabad
3905D

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KHANT GULABSINH
RUPSINH to KHANT
GULABSINH RUPABHAI
Add. G-22-261, Shivam
Appartment, Akhbarnagar,
Nava Vadaj,
Ahmedabad-380013
3904

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
JITUBHAI SHYAMLAL
CHHATWANI to JITENDRA
SHYAMLAL CHHATWANI
Add. A-12, Ghanshyam
Society, Kankaria
Ahmedabad
3905

miliar with the matter, the
banking major is also planning to stop offering personal loans through its
Marcus-branded retail
banking platform.
The company announced personal loans, especially for debt consolidation, as one of its first consumer products in 2016.
Solomon announced in
October that Goldman will
significantly reduce its retail banking unit after years
of losses and rising costs,
according to the report.
However, its Marcus division will still accept retail
deposits, which offer a relatively cheap source of funding for the bank.
The report said that
these layoffs will be in addition to the annual cull of
underperforming employees that the banking firm
typically conducts each
year. Moreover, Goldman is
also gearing up for a potential recession in 2023.
CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
VANSHIKA JITUBHAI
CHHATWANI to VANSHIKA
JITENDRA CHHATWANI
Add. A-12, Ghanshyam
Society, Kankaria
Ahmedabad
3905B

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KHATIB FOJIYABANU
SAEEDULLAH to KAZI
FOZIYABANU MOHAMMAD
IMRAN
Add. 102, Alfiya Residency,
Jamalpur, Ahmedabad
3889

GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
Gujarat Housing Board, 1st floor, Khatodara Colony, UdhanaDarwaja Surat-395 002.

3rdAttempt
Division office of the Executive Engineer, Gujarat Housing Board
Surat under the Housing Commissioner, Gujarat Housing Board,
Pragati Nagar, Naranpura, Ahmedabad-13 invites online Tender
as under.
Name of Work

Construction of
compound wall
at various
location under
Gujarat Housing
Board Surat.
-

-

Estimated
Cost (Rs.)

1) Tender fee Date & Time of
2) EMD (Rs) Upload and
Submission of
Tender
Rs.2,87,27,948/- 1) 6000/13/12/2022 to
2) 2,87,500/- 11/01/2023
18.00 hrs.

For more information and to download the tender document, login
to: www.nprocure.com
Pre Bid Meeting will be on Dt.26/12/2022 at 12.00 hrs. at office of
Executive Engineer, 1st floor, Khatodara Colony, Udhana-Darwaja
Surat-395 002
Hard copy of technical fee, EMD and other docuements should be
delivered to Executive Engineer 1st Floor, Khatodara Colony,
Udhana- Darwaja Surat-395 002 on or before dated 13/01/2023,
18:00 hrs by post or by hand delivery.
Conditional tender will not be accepted.
Please note that all related details, notification, corrigendum &
additional alternation will be uploaded on above website.
The Housing Commissioner, Gujarat Housing Board, Ahmedabad
shall have the right to accept to reject one or all tenders without
giving any reasons. This tender notice will be considered as part of
contract documents.
Sd/Executive Engineer,
Gujarat Housing Board, Surat

Mahiti/Surat/1069/2022

take immediate action for
better crowd management.
Meanwhile, complaints
about long queues at Delhi
continued to pour in. "This
morning's Delhi airport
saga! The security lines at
Delhi airport were last seen
in front of ration shops in
the seventies, or East Bengal
Mohun Bagan match ticket
counters," said an air-passenger Joy Bhattacharjya on
Tuesday morning. Delhi airport is one of the busiest airports in the country and
handles over 1,100 daily
flights. Among the terminals, T3 is the busiest. Keeping in mind the massive
crowd during peak hours,
the operators have also
been asked to shift flights to
other terminals from T 3 terminal.--IANS

Bengaluru, Dec 13 (IANS)
The first G20 Finance and
Central Bank Deputies meeting with an aim of forging a
common path on global priorities through the theme of
"Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam"
(world is one family), kicked
off in Bengaluru on Tuesday.
The three-day meeting
which marks the start of discussions on the Finance
Track agenda under the Indian G20 Presidency, will be
hosted jointly by the Union
Ministry of Finance and the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
The G20 Finance Track, led by
Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors of the
member nations, focuses on
economic and financial issues. It provides an effective
forum for global economic
discourse and policy coordination.

Ankleshwar Nagarpalika Ankleshwar
Tender Notice
Ankelshwar Nagarpalika invite Online Tender for below
mention work. Online Tender available from 14/12/2022
to 23/12/2022. 18.00 hrs. Physical document should reach
on or before 27/12/2022 to Ankleshwar Nagarpalika office
by Hand to Hand only. Tender download from
www.nprocure.com
and
www.statetenders.gujarat.gov.in.
No.
Work
1 Construction of Compound Wall in
Kasbawati Kabarstan. (five attempt)
2 Providing, Supplying, Laying Drainage
Line and Construction of Box drain
in Talaviawad at Ankleshwar.
(Five attempt)
3 Providing, Supplying, Laying Drainage
Line in different area of ANP (Total
03 Work) (five attempt)
4 Laying of rain water pipe outside
Janakvatika society. (third attempt)
5 Providing, Supplying, Laying Drainage
Line In different area of ANP (Total
03 Work) (third attempt)
6 Construction of r.c.c roda and
paver block work in different area
of anp (Total work 2)
Keshavlal M.Koldiya
Chief Officer

Sandip B.patel
Chairman

Amount
9,21,465/-

Business Brief
Former FTX CEO Sam BankmanFried arrested in the Bahamas

and resolution. I look forward to ongoing enhancements on this capability,”
said Punit Bhatia, Head of
Platform Engineering – UK
IT, Vodafone.
“TCS has been Vodafone
UK’s strategic IT partner for
over nine years and has delivered continuous improvements to enhance customer
experience in many services.
The TCS and Vodafone
teams have done fabulous
work in modernizing the
ways of working to be future
ready and to maintain its
best-in-class service and
customer experience for our
critical home broadband
service. This outstanding
outcome has been 'Highly
Commended' in the most
competitive UK IT Industry
awards 2022. Congratulations to TCS and my team for
this achievement. I look forward to continuing the zerotouch automation journey
and expanding it to other
services,” said Geoff Trill,
Head of IT Operations – UK
IT, Vodafone.

San Francisco, Dec 13 (IANS) Sam BankmanFried (SBF), the former CEO of bankrupt crypto exchange FTX, has been arrested in the Bahamas, as
he was expected to testify online before the US
House Financial Services Committee on Tuesday.
The US Attorney for the Southern District of
New York (SDNY), Damian Williams, confirmed the arrest on Twitter, saying that Bahamian authorities arrested SBF at the request of
the US government, based on a
sealed indictment filed by the
SDNY. "We expect to move to unseal the indictment in the morning and will have more to say at
that time," he posted on Tuesday.
John J. Ray III, who took over
as the new CEO of FTX, has said
that never in his career have he "seen such a complete failure of corporate controls and such a complete absence of trustworthy financial information
as occurred here."AIn a statement from the Attorney General of The Bahamas, Sen Ryan Pinder KC,
"SBF's arrest followed receipt of formal notification
from the US that it has filed criminal charges against
SBF and is likely to request his extradition"."As a
result of the notification received and the material
provided therewith, it was deemed appropriate for
the Attorney General to seek BF's arrest and hold
him in custody pursuant to our nation's Extradition
Act," said the statement.

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

I have changed my old name
from
ANERI AMIT TAILOR to
ANERI RAMESHKUMAR
MODH
Add. D/20, Takshashila,
Colonials, Manav Mandir
Flats, Maninagar,
Ahmedabad-380008
S007

E-Tender Notice
Jambusar Nagarpalika invite Online tender Under SJMMSVY 2018-19 &
2021-22, 2022-23 and other grant.
Sr. Work of Description
No
1 Construction work of Asphalt Road From ST Depo
circle to DYSP office Jambusar Nagarpalika,
Jambusar (third trial)
2 Construction of remaining box drain from Tankari
bhagol to ST Depo road and Construction of box
culvert at Vadodara road at Jambusar. (Second trial)
3 Supplying of Submercible motor set and Panelboard
for Jambusar municipality at Jambusar. (Second trial)
4 Construction work of Asphalt road with Box drain,
Devider, Extenstionof Boxculvert at Tankaibhagoi
circle to HDFC bank at Jamusar.(Second trial)

Est.Cost

Tender
Fee
13639600 4248

136400

3581700

1500

35817

682300

900

6823

16880600

3600

168900

Dineshbhai Damor
Chief Officer
Jambusar Nagarpalika

Amishaben V Shah
Ch.PWD
Jambusar Nagarpalika

INF/BCH/508/22-23

Bhavnaben B Rami
President
Jambusar Nagarpalika

DHARAMPUR MUNICIPALITY
E-TENDERING NOTICE NO-/26 BID SYSTEM

Dharampur Municipality, Dharampur, Dist. Valsad, Gujarat invites on line e-tenders under Sjmmsvy2019-2020 14th Finance Scheme Year 2017-18 & 2017-18 Parfomans from the government registered
firms in appropriate category for the following works.
Sr.
No.

Name of Work

Estimated Cost
EMD
Tender Fee
Category of
Registration
Time Limit

1.

Construction work of pipe drain (Storm water drain) From Three Gate
to Rajubhai parmar house River Via Arch Hospital Dharampur
Nagarpalika

2.

Construction work Of Renovation & upgradation of intake well site &
Pump house & Restoration of Damaged Works Durring Monsoon at
Intek well at Kurgam Dharampur Nagarpalika.

3.

Construction Work of Storm Water Drainage Line From Aasura vav to
Valod Faliya Ganjiback at Daharampur Nagarpalika

Ankleshwar Nagarpalika, Ankleshwar
INF/BCH/507/22-23

Gujarat Water Supply And Sewerage Board
Tender Notice No.03/04 (4th attmept)08/09
(2nd attempt) of 2022-2023 Online

Tender ID 564974,564978,564983,564986
Tenders are invited through Two bid E-Tendering
by the Executive Engineer P.H.W.Dn.Limbdi, Opp.Post
office, Limbdi. (1) Remodeling of Surendranagar Integrated Phase-II Part-B (100 LPCD) Group-1 Regional
Water Supply Scheme of Surendranagar District for
Sayla & Chotila Taluka Based on Dholidhaja Dam
(2)Remodeling of Surendranagar Integrated Phase-II
Part-B (100 LPCD) Group-2 Regional Water Supply
Scheme of Surendranagar District for Sayla & Chotila
Taluka Based on Dholidhaja Dam(3) Remodeling of
Distribution network of S2-S3 Group Regional Water
Supply Scheme of Surendranagar District Based on
VBC, Dhanki NC-30 and Dholidhaja Dam,Including Operation& Preventive Maintenace of new & Existing
works for supply of water for 60 months (4) Operation
& Maintenance of Surendranagar Integrsted Water
Supply Scheme Phase-2, Part-B tal. Sayla Month 6
under Surendranagar Integrated Phase-II Part-B from
the Government Registered Contractor. Tender document can be seen, downloaded and submitted on
website https://www.nprocure.com Last date of submission of tender is Dt.27/12/2022 up to 18:00 Hours.
Physical submission of Tender Document is
Dt.28/12/2022 up to 15:00 Hours By Reg Ad./Speed
Post/Hand Delivery Accepted. Any additional information of the tender will be available at above mentioned
office All right is reserved to reject any or all tenders
without assigning any reasons thereof. Any amendment regarding this tender will be shown / published
only on website only. For any query related to village
water supply scheme, contact on Toll Free No.1916

EMD

For details regarding tender Bidders can download the tender from
www.nprocure.com & www.statetenders.gujarat.gov.in.Bidders must bid the tender
document by online tender process. Nagarpalika will only accept physical tender
document through RPAD at nagarpalika.
Note.GST & EPF No., Agency registration, Tender fee, EMD, Turnover and Experience
certificate must required.
1. Tender Download Dt.22/12/2022
2. Physical submission of tender at nagarpalika office Last Date 27/12/2022
3. Opening of Technical Bid & Price Bid Dt.29/12/2022

3,39,817/-

Vinaykumar R.Vasava
President

I have changed my old name
from
BHAIJI JENULABEDIN
RASID to BHAYJI
JENULABEDIN RASHID
Add. 6-283, Hayat Plot,
At.Po. Ikhar, Tal. Amod,
Dis. Bharuch
V033

JAMBUSAR NAGARPALIKA

17,95,715/-

6,74,089/-

CHANGE OF NAME

I have changed my minor
son’s old name from
KARTIK JITUBHAI
CHHATWANI to KARTIK
JITENDRA CHHATWANI
Add. A-12, Ghanshyam
Society, Kankaria
Ahmedabad
3905A

5,61,494/-

17,02,127/-

7

1,78,68,700/184048/15,000/B+ SP.CAT Class
9 Month
1,63,67,700/168588/15000/B+SP.CAT Class
9 Month
9345483/63905/5000/D Class
6 Month

MILESTONE DATES
Name of Website
Start Date for Download Online Tender
Date of Pre-Bid Meeting (offline)
Last Date for Submission of On line Tender
Last Date of Submitting the Tender Fee, EMD
and relevant Documents of the Tender at
mentioned address

:
:
:
:
:

Date of Opening for on line Tender

:

{ HYPERLINK “https://www.nprocure.com”}
On date : 14/12/2022 up to 11.00 Hrs.
......................
On Date: 26/12/2022 up to 18:00 Hrs.
Up to Date: 03/01/2023 before 18:00 Hrs. The Chief
Officer, Dharampur Municipality, First Floor,
Chhatrapati Shivaji Shopping Center, Beside Museum,
At: Dharampur, Dist.Valsad, Gujarat-India.
Technical Bid on Date: 04/01/2023 at 12:00 Hrs. Price
Bid date to be intimated later. (If Possible)

For more information on above mention work visit website {HYPERLINK “www.nprocure.com”}. Tender
Fee and EMD in favor of The Chief Officer, Dharampur Nagarpalika, Dharampur, Dharampur Nagarpalika in
its sole discretion and without assigning any reason whatsoever reserves the right to accept and or reject any
or all Tenders. Dharampur Nagarpalika does not bind itself to accept the lowest tender.
CHIEF OFFICER
DHARAMPUR MUNICIPALITY,
DHARAMPUR

CHAIRMEN
DRAINAGE COMMITTEE
DHARAMPUR MUNICIPALITY
DHARAMPUR

CHAIRMEN
STANDING COMMITTEE,
DHARAMPUR MUNICIPALITY,
DHARAMPUR

PRESIDENT
DHARAMPUR MUNICIPALITY,
DHARAMPUR

INF/VALSAD/554/2022
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Ahmedabad: Man robbed of
Rs 20 lakh in broad daylight

News

in a Nutshell

Daughter of woman, who filed
FIR against ex-Minister, held
Lucknow, Dec 13 (IANS) The Lucknow police
have arrested the daughter of a woman who filed a
gangrape case against former SP minister Gayatri
Prajapati in connection with a case of dishonesty
and forgery.
SHO, Ghazipur (Indira Nagar), Sunil Kumar Singh,
said that the 22-year-old woman was arrested from
her house in Aashiana.
A case was registered against the accused on
September 10, 2020 by Dinesh Chandra Tripathi, an
advocate.Apart from the girl, her mother was also
named as an accused."It is alleged that the arrested
woman and her mother first took services of Tripathi
as a lawyer to frame former minister Prajapati and
thereafter, the woman and her mother connived
with the former minister and did not pay the fees
of lawyer," said the SHO.The woman had got a fake
registry of two plots done.

Wife of ex-DIG gets life term for
UP BJP leader's murder
Lucknow, Dec 13 (IANS) The additional sessions
judge, Lucknow, V.S. Tripathi has sentenced Alka
Mishra, former BJP corporator and wife of former
Deputy Inspector General of Police (DIG) P.K. Mishra,
to life imprisonment for the murder of BJP leader
Malti Sharma in 2004.
Three other convicts were also sentenced to life
imprisonment.
The court also imposed a fine on the convicts.
Additional district government counsel L.K. Dixit
said the victim's husband Prem Nath Sharma had
lodged an FIR in June 2004, alleging his wife Malti
Sharma was shot dead on Kukrail bridge on June 7,
2004.Police probe found that the murder was a fallout of a political rivalry between Alka and Malti.Alka
was in police custody but managed to escape on
December 9 after the court pronounced her guilty
of murder. She was nabbed near Indiranagar Metro
station on Sunday night.

Delhi govt to make 450 medical
tests free in Mohalla clinics,
hospitals from Jan 1
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS) The Delhi government
is all set to provide around 450 medical tests free of
cost in Mohalla clinics and the hospitals from January 1, 2023.
Taking to Twitter on Tuesday, Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal said: "Providing good quality health
and education to all, irrespective of anyone's economic status, is our mission.
"Healthcare has become very expensive. Many
people can't afford pvt healthcare.This step will help
all such people."
The development comes after Kejriwal approved the Health Department's proposal to make
the tests free.

Baba Kalyani Chairman and Managing Detector, Bharat Forge Ltd, Major General (Retd) Yoav Har-Even,
President & CEO, Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd, and other officials during rolled out the 100th
Medium Range Surface to Air Missile Kit for delivery to the Indian Armed Forces in Hyderabad on Tuesday.UNI

India-China border clash issue echoes in
Parliament, both Houses adjourned till 12 p.m
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Proceedings of the Rajya
Sabha and Lok Sabha were
adjourned till 12 p.m. on
Tuesday amid protests over
December 9 clash between
Indian and Chinese troops
in the Tawang sector of
Arunachal Pradesh.
The Upper House was
adjourned at 11.26 a.m. after repeated attempts to
carry out the business failed
amid sloganeering.
Deputy
Chairman
Harivansh then adjourned
the House till 12 p.m.
After the House assembled in the morning,
Leader of Opposition
Mallikarjun Kharge wanted
that his notice of suspension of business under rule
267 to be allowed and read
out, which the deputy chairman refused, saying it is under the chairman's consideration.
Kharge said, "The government had been saying
that nobody came to our
land but the recent clashes
say otherwise."
At this, Leader of the
House Piyush Goyal said
that Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh will make a
statement at 12.30 p.m.
"It is a very serious and
grave issue so the
honourable defence minis-

ter will make a statement,"
he said.
Paying no heed to the
leaders, the Congress members started raising slogans
resulting into a chaos and
forcing the adjournment.
In Lok Sabha too, the
Opposition parties created a
ruckus on the same issue.
Amid the uproar, Speaker
Om Birla tried to run the
Question Hour, but when
the disruptions continued,
he adjourned the proceedings till 12 p.m.
As soon as the Question
Hour began, Congress
leader Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhary, DMK leader T.R.
Balu
and
AIMIM's
Asaduddin Owaisi raised
the issue and demanded a
discussion
and
the
government's statement on
it.
Union Parliamentary Affairs Minister Pralhad Joshi
said that the Defence Minister will give a detailed
statement on this issue in
the House at 12 noon.
Dissatisfied with the
government's statement,
the Opposition parties continued to demand immediate response and discussion.
The Opposition members could also be heard
asking for a discussion in the
presence of Prime Minister

Narendra Modi. During this,
an argument also broke out
between the Lok Sabha
Speaker and Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhary.
The Speaker said that
for demanding a discussion,
the opposition parties will
have to give notice as per
rules and the time for discussion can be fixed in the
Business Advisory Committee (BAC) meeting.
But the opposition parties continued to create
ruckus forcing the Speaker
to adjourn the proceedings
till 12 p.m.

New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
India on Tuesday strongly
condemned the visit of
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Secretary
General to Pakistan Occupied Kashmir (PoK), and said
that any interference in the
country's internal affairs was
"completely unacceptable".
External
Affairs
Ministry's official spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said,
"We strongly condemn the
visit of OIC Secretary General to PoK and his comments on J&K during his

pistol.As precaution, the
NCP leader's security detail has lodged a complaint with Gamdevi Police Station which has
started investigations.
Confirming the development, NCP chief
spokesperson Mahesh
Tapase said that the caller
appears to be 'mentally
unstable' who keeps calling up the Pawar residence at regular intervals
and makes such dire
threats.

Yogi govt joins hands with IIM
Lucknow for NIPUN Bharat Mission

Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant Soren addressing 'Khatiyani Johar Yatra'
after passing 1932 Domicile Policy in Lohardaga district of Jharkhand on Tuesday. UNI

Lalan Sheikh's death: Birbhum police
launches probe after victim's wife files FIR
Kolkata, Dec 13 (IANS)
Birbhum district police have
launched a preliminary
probe into the mysterious
death of Lalan Sheikh, the
prime accused in the Bogtui
carnage case, in Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
custody.
The victim's family has
filed a first information report (FIR) at the local
Rampurhat Police Station
holding the CBI responsible
for Sheikh's death. A case
has been registered on the
basis of the FIR and a preliminary
investigation
launched.District police
sources said that they are
waiting for reports of the

post-mortem which will be
conducted in front of a judicial magistrate on Tuesday.
In fact, Birbhum district police
superintendent
Nagendra Tripathi has already informed the media
persons that the district police will carry out its own independent probe in the
matter on the basis of the
post-mortem report.
Meanwhile, CBI sleuths,
as per norms, are preparing
themselves to present their
own explanations to the
Calcutta High Court. Since
the investigation is court
monitored it has made it
mandatory for the central
agency to explain to the

court on the reasons of mishap which happened in
their custody.Leaders of the
ruling Trinamool Congress
have already alleged some
foul-play behind the mysterious death of Lalan Sheikh
after a picture of his hanging body in the toilet of CBI's
camp office went viral.
The body, sporting only
a black underwear, was seen
in a "partial hanging" position with the legs touching
the floor of the toilet. In the
picture it is seen that a
gamcha (Indian town) is tied
around his neck and also
tied with the water-pipe on
the toilet wall above his
head.

India needs to promote flex-fuel vehicles to deal
with fluctuations in crude oil prices: Gadkari
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Addressing an event
organised by the Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM), Union
Road, Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari
has said that the country
needs to promote vehicles
running on more than one
fuel (flex-fuel vehicles) and
e-vehicles to tide over the
problems created by wide
fluctuations in crude oil
prices in the international
market.The SIAM in New
Delhi on Monday organised
a technology demonstra-

tion conceptualised on
adoption of ethanol and use
of flex-fuel vehicles in India.
Gadkari added that the
aviation sector is also facing
problems due to the high
cost of aviation fuel.
Vehicles suitable for flexfuel may use more than one
fuel or a mixture of two fuels. Usually a mixture of
petrol and ethanol/methanol is used as fuel in flex-fuel
vehicles.The Union Minister
said, "India is the largest user
of fossil fuels in the world.
That is why it is our responsibility to spread awareness

and provide education
about ethanol blended with
petrol and its benefits as
compared to conventional
fuel." He also said that the
automobile industry would
benefit the most from the
roads developed by his Ministry, adding that his Ministry is building 27 new expressways and has received
260 projects for building
ropeways and funicular railway systems. Gadkari added
that the automobile industry has created 40 million
jobs, which is the highest in
India.

Lucknow, Dec 13 (IANS)
The Uttar Pradesh government has brought on board
the Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Lucknow, as
a knowledge partner for the
chief minister's NIPUN
Bharat Associates (CMNBA)
programme that aims at engaging young talented professionals, who will act as
catalysts in the implementation of NIPUN Bharat Mission.
In this context, the state
education department has
signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with
IIM.
Under the pact, the premier management institute
will help in design training,
capacity building and promotion of the initiative.
The agreement is aimed
at establishing strategic collaboration between the department and IIM Lucknow
on the Chief Minister's
NIPUN Bharat Associates
(CMNBAs) programme. Its
main objective is to engage
talented young professionals to drive and catalyse the
implementation of initiatives under NIPUN Bharat
Mission, which focuses on
achieving foundational literacy and numeracy (FLN)
goals set for each grade.

Director general school
education Vijay Kiran Anand
said, "The collaboration will
ensure that the CMNBAs are
well-trained and wellequipped to identify the
gaps in implementation of
NIPUN Bharat Mission on
the ground and will work
under DMs and CDOs for
implementation of NEP interventions in the state."
Under the agreement,
IIML will provide technical
expertise, resources, and
guidance to Samagra
Shiksha in the areas of outreach for applications, induction, training, capacity
building, academic module
design, sensitization/orientation of the district administration representatives on
CMNBA program, and will
also provide infrastructure
for training scheduling.
IIML director Prof
Archana Shukla said, "IIM
Lucknow is happy to be a
partner in this initiative,
which has thepotential to
make a high impact in education."
Under the CMNBA program, 111 outstanding
young, highly-skilled and
motivated individuals will
be trained to work with district administration. Every
associate will strive to drive

U'khand BJP holds meeting of
MPs in Delhi over 2024 LS polls
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
With a massive victory in
Gujarat Assembly polls and
defeat in the Himachal
Pradesh Assembly polls and
Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (MCD) polls, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
has started preparing for
the Lok Sabha election in
2024 and upcoming state
elections.
Uttarakhand BJP Incharge, Dushyant Gautam
held a meeting at former
Chief Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal's residence on
Monday in New Delhi, with
state BJP MPs along with
Chief Minister Pushkar
Singh Dhami.
According to a source,
"Meeting was all about the
roadmap for 2024 General
election. There will be a series of meetings on this
agenda and many ground
level programmes will be
run to connect with the

people.""There was also a
deep discussion on G20 and
'Vibrant Villages' theme conveyed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at BJP office
bearers'
meeting.
Uttarakhand is full of tradition and culture. Discussion
was done on how to represent the state in 'Sneha
Milan' or 'Vibrant Villages'
theme.
After winning the
Gujarat Assembly election
with a huge vote margin, the
BJP has started staking
claim to win the 2024 Lok
Sabha election.
BJP won 156 seats in the
Gujarat Assembly election.
The saffron party has also
started preparations for the
Assembly elections to be
held in 2023.The upcoming
state elections will also decide the fate of all parties
and determine which party
may have an edge in the
2024 Lok Sabha election.

CMYK

over Rs 20 lakh in cash and
Rs 2000 denomination's 500
currency notes to him.
After collecting the cash,
Bhadresh left for the office
on his scooter. As soon as
Bhadresh was climbing the
stairs, one person approached him and tried to
snatch away the bag full of
cash. As he confronted the
person aged between 35 to
40-years-old who showed a
pistol-like weapon and tried
to flee away on Bhadresh's
bike.As Bhadresh sought for
help, people on the street
tried to block the road but
the robbers opened fire in
the air and fled away.
A case has been registered under various sections
of the IPC for robbery, abettor and under the Arms Act.
The case is investigated by
Police Inspector S.N. Patel.

India condemns OIC secretary
general's visit to PoK

Unknown caller issues 'death
threats' to Sharad Pawar
Mumbai, Dec 13
(IANS) An unidentified
person called up the residence of Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) President Sharad Pawar and
threatened to kill him,
party leaders said here on
Tuesday.The caller rang
up from an unknown location to the Pawars' Silver Oaks home and
threatened in Hindi that
he would come to
Mumbai and shoot him
with a country-made

Ahmedabad, Dec 13
(IANS) Two gunmen robbed
an employee of an 'angadia
pedhi' (traditional courier
system in Gujarat) of Rs 20
lakh in broad daylight in
Gujarat's eastern part of
Ahmedabad, police said.
The police have formed
teams and started searching
for the robbers.
Bhadresh Patel is an employee with the R. Ashok
kumar & Co, an angadia
pedhi, situated in the diamond market in Bapunagar
area. In his statement with
the Ahmedabad police,
Patel said on Monday that
when he was going to office,
he received a call from his
client Hitesh Patel asking
him to collect Rs 20 lakh in
cash
from
his
residence.Bhadresh also
said that Hitesh handed

clarity of goals, targets, and
devise action plans to
streamline implementation
such that the state achieves
grade-level competency of
100 per cent students enrolled in Class 1-3 as per the
NIPUN Bharat Mission.
The associates will also
make district/ block level
strategies to solve specific
challenges faced on the
ground and ensure quality
training of teaching staff
with
necessary
contextualisation for the
district. They will also assist
in carrying out third-party
assessment of FLN in the
districts and conduct community engagement to create momentum on NIPUN
Bharat.

visit to Pakistan. Let me reiterate that OIC has no locus
standi in matters related to
J&K, which is an integral and
inalienable part of India. Any
attempt of interference and
meddling in India's internal
affairs by OIC and its Secretary General is completely
unacceptable."
Bagchi further said that
"OIC has already lost its
credibility by taking a blatantly communal, partisan
and factually incorrect approach to issues. Its Secretary General has unfortu-

nately become a mouthpiece of Pakistan. We hope
that he would refrain from
becoming a partner in carrying out the nefarious
agenda of Pakistan of promoting cross border terrorism into India, especially in
J&K".OIC Secretary General
Hissein Brahim Taha visited
PoK on December 10 along
with a five-member delegation.
He went there on the invitation of Pakistan's Foreign Minister Bilawal Bhutto
Zardari.--IANS

15-yr-old takes an ambulance for
a spin, drives for 8kms in Kerala
Thiruvananthapuram,
Dec 13 (IANS) The authorities manning the ambulance service at the Trissur
district hospital were
shocked to find that a 15year-old boy had driven out
an ambulance for 8 kms in
the crowded city.The incident happened on Monday
evening. According to
sources, the boy is the son
of an employee at the hospital and had come for treatment for fever.Since the boy
was known to all, he managed to move around easily.

He saw the ambulance
parked in the hospital premises and noticed the key
inside. Soon he got into the
vehicle and drove it into the
city.Trouble began when
the vehicle stopped suddenly, and onlookers seeing
that the driver was a minor
got suspicious and informed the police.Since the
service is managed online,
the Kerala State Medical Service Corporation soon
realised that one of their
ambulances was on the
road without a mandate.

Centre to seek Parliament's
nod on Appropriation Bills
New Delhi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday will
introduce the Appropriation
Bills (Nos. 4 and 5) 2022 in
the Lok Sabha to seek nod
for the payment and appropriation of amounts from
the Consolidated Funds of
India for the current fiscal.
The central government
would also seek to get the
bills passed.
Tribal Affairs Minister
Arjun Munda will introduce
in the Lok Sabha The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes)
Order (Second Amendment) Bill, 2022.
The bill seeks to amend
the Constitution (Scheduled
Tribes) Order, 1950 to
modify the list of Scheduled

Tribes in Tamil Nadu.
The Centre will also seek
to get the bill passed in the
Lower House.
It will also try to get the
Anti-Piracy Maritime Bill
passed in the Lok Sabha
Tuesday. Discussion on it
started last week.
In other business in the
Lok Sabha, BJP MP Jayant
Sinha, who heads the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance, will lay on
the floor of the House the
report on The Competition
(Amendment) Bill, 2022.
Minister for Parliamentary Affairs, Coal and Mines
Pralhad Joshi will present
the report of the Business
Advisory Committee in the
Lok Sabha.

First anniversary celebrations of
revamped Kashi Vishwanath Dham
Varanasi, Dec 13 (IANS)
Grand celebrations will
mark the first anniversary of
the Kashi Vishwanath Dham
(KVD) in Uttar Pradesh's
Varanasi which was opened
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on December 13 last
year.
An
elaborate
'Rudrabhishek' and havan
will be held followed by a
seminar and cultural
programmes later in the
day.
The entire premises of
Kashi Vishwanath Dham will

reverberate with Vedic
hymns during the day while
in the evening, the complex
will echo with the devotional music of bhajans.
The chief executive officer of the temple, Sunil
Verma said that famous
singer Anuradha Paudwal
will present bhajans at the
Mandir Chowk in the
evening.The sadhus and the
dignitaries of Kashi will attend the celebrations.
A manifold rise in the
numbers of devotees and
earnings were recorded in

the last one year after the
opening of KVD.
According to the CEO,
about 7.35 crore devotees
visited the KVD to offer
prayers at the Shri Kashi
Vishwanath Temple in the
last one year against the
previous records of 30-40
lakh devotees."In terms of
earning, the temple recorded a 500 per cent rise by
receiving a donation of Rs
100 crore during this period," he said. Earlier the
temple used to receive Rs
14-15 lakh as donations.

Fishermen returns home after the daylong fishing at the bank of river
Brahmaputra during the sunset in North-Guwahati on Tuesday.UNI

